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Abstract 

The scientific quality of social and personality psychology has been debated at great 

length in recent years. Despite research on the prevalence of questionable research practices 

(QRPs) and the replicability of particular findings, the impact of the current discussion on 

research practices is unknown. The current studies examine whether and how practices have 

changed, if at all, over the last 10 years. In Study 1, we surveyed 1,166 social and personality 

psychologists about how the current debate has affected their perceptions of their own and the 

field’s research practices. In Study 2, we coded the research practices and critical test statistics 

from social and personality psychology articles published in 2003-2004 and 2013-2014. 

Together, these studies suggest that (1) perceptions of the current state of the field are more 

pessimistic than optimistic; (2) the discussion has increased researchers’ intentions to avoid 

QRPs and adopt proposed best practices, (3) the estimated replicability of research published in 

2003-2004 may not be as bad as many feared, and (4) research published in 2013-2014 shows 

some improvement over research published in 2003-2004, a result that suggests the field is 

evolving in a positive direction.  

Keywords: scientific quality, replicability, questionable research practices, QRPs, 

professional standards, methodology, meta-science 
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The State of Social and Personality Science: 

Rotten to the Core, Not so Bad, Getting Better, or Getting Worse? 

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age 

of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of 

Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we 

had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we were 

all going direct the other way – in short, the period was so far like the present period, that some 

of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, for good or for evil. 

- Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities 

 

Science, like the two cities described by Dickens (1859), has faced a tumultuous few 

years. Numerous papers from many different disciplines argue that most published research 

findings are false (e.g., Ioannidis, 2005; for a recent review, see Begley & Ioannidis, 2015; 

Lehrer, 2010; Pashler & Harris, 2012). Following the publication of some particularly incredible 

and unbelievable findings (e.g., Bem, 2011; Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011; Vul, Harris, 

Winkelman, & Pashler, 2009) and the discovery of outright fraud (e.g., Stapel, as summarized in 

Enserink, 2012), social and personality psychologists turned inward and began debating the truth 

value of the research published in our journals. This self-examination has generated dozens of 

impactful publications that have questioned the acceptability of once normative research 

practices and have replicated (or attempted to replicate) past findings. Although the content of 

this discussion is not new (e.g., Cohen, 1962; Greenwald, 1976; Hedges, 1984; Lane & Dunlap, 

1978; Meehl, 1990), the most recent instantiation of it has garnered broader participation and 

catalyzed institutional changes at some of the field’s top journals (Eich, 2014; Vazire, 2016). 
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Moreover, Twitter and Facebook discussions, media attention, and conference presentations 

during these years made these issues increasingly impossible to miss. In many ways, this 

discussion could be tantamount to a revolution, with increasing numbers striving toward a new 

“scientific utopia” (Nosek & Bar-Anan, 2012; Nosek, Spies, & Motyl, 2012; Spellman, 2015).  

We know little, however, of the degree to which these ideas have permeated to and been 

accepted by those not at the front lines of the debate about both questionable and best research 

practices. To what extent is there consensus, for example, that research practices in the field are 

and/or were seriously flawed, and require major changes going forward? And, is there any 

empirical evidence that discussions about questionable or best research practices lead to changes 

in researchers’ behavior? In other words, are social/personality psychologists evolving overtime 

into better scientists, maintaining the status quo, or perhaps even becoming worse? 

The current paper aims to answer these questions, by examining social/personality 

psychologists’ perceptions of the field and the acceptability/unacceptability of a range of 

proposed questionable and best practices. Additionally, this paper provides an initial inspection 

of whether there is evidence that scientific quality in social and personality psychology has 

changed in the midst of the current discussion on scientific practice. To do so, we conducted two 

studies. In the first study, we asked social and personality psychologists about how their research 

practices have changed over time and to estimate how replicable research in social and 

personality psychology is today compared to the past. The second study supplements these self-

reports; we randomly sampled articles published in four well-respected journals in social and 

personality psychology from years before and after the current scientific quality discussion 

became mainstream. After selecting these articles, we manually coded methodological and 

statistical information from the sampled articles to calculate popular metrics designed to assess 
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research integrity and/or quality (e.g., P-curve, replicability index), allowing us to compare the 

prevalence of trace evidence of the use of questionable research practices (or QRPs), and 

potential replicability of studies published recently compared to those published 10 years ago as 

assessed by these metrics. With these data, we examined (a) the degree to which QRPs may in 

fact be rampant in the field’s recent history, and (b) whether the scientific quality discussion is 

leading to improved scientific practice. Before turning to the particulars of these studies, we first 

summarize various perspectives that seem to have emerged in response to the status of our 

science discussion (SSD) in recent years. 

Perspectives on the State of Social and Personality Science 

Perspectives on the state of social and personality science vary along two main 

dimensions. First, researchers vary in the extent to which they view the literature as rotten to the 

core, where published findings are mostly false positives. Second, researchers vary in the extent 

to which they believe that quality of published findings can get better. Four main, non-mutually 

exclusive perspectives emerge and we delineate competing predictions from each perspective 

below.  

Rotten to the Core 

“I’m in a dark place. I feel like the ground is moving from underneath me and I no 

longer know what is real and what is not.” – Michael Inzlicht (2016, “Reckoning 

with the Past”) 

“You might have noticed that the persons most likely to protest the importance of 

direct replications or who seem willing to accept a 36% replication rate as “not a 

crisis” are all chronologically advanced and eminent. And why wouldn’t they want 

to keep the status quo? They built their careers on the one-off, counter-intuitive, 
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amazeballs research model. You can’t expect them to abandon it overnight can you? 

That said if you are young, you might want to look elsewhere for inspiration and 

guidance. At this juncture, defending the status quo is like arguing to stay on board 

the Titanic.” – Brent Roberts (2015, “The New Rules of Research”) 

The rotten to the core perspective views science in general, and perhaps especially social 

and personality psychology, as especially troubled, containing many false positives, and facing 

great barriers to improvement. This perspective view the field as extraordinarily competitive 

with dwindling grant money available and relatively few jobs for a large number of applicants 

that creates intense pressure to have beautiful studies and perfect data demonstrating 

counterintuitive and novel phenomena. If these criteria are not met, then scholars cannot publish, 

are not competitive applicants for most academic jobs, and struggle to obtain tenure (Nosek et 

al., 2012). As in other organizational contexts, these competitive and individualist norms may 

promote cheating and unethical behavior (e.g., Kish-Gephart et al., 2010; Victor & Cullen, 

1989). Therefore, it is unsurprising according to the rotten to the core perspective that many 

social and personality psychologists (as well as other scientists) torture their data into submission 

with the use of QRPs, statistical hacking, and post hoc justification (e.g., Bem, 2003; John et al., 

2012; Kerr, 1996). The necessary consequence of these practices is impaired validity and 

reduced replicability of the purported effects in the published literature (Simmons et al., 2011).  

The rotten to the core perspective is supported by some replication efforts that report that 

most findings selected for replication attempts from top psychology journals do not replicate. For 

example, the Open Science Collaboration (2015) was only able to successfully replicate 39% of 

100 published effects. Similarly, Ebersole and colleagues (in press) conducted many 

simultaneous replications in many labs and found that only 30% of those effects replicated. 
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Survey research found that investigators admit to using QRPs at an alarmingly high rate (John et 

al., 2012). A recent meta-analysis concluded that there is very little evidence that ego depletion is 

a real phenomenon, despite hundreds of studies on the effect (Carter, Kofler, Forster, & 

McCullough, 2015), something that has led at least some to question whether any findings in the 

field can be trusted. As one prominent researcher put it: “At this point we have to start over and 

say, ‘This is Year One’” (Inzlicht, as quoted in Engber, 2016). 

Although some would argue that the field is essentially rotten to the core, it is less clear 

whether this pessimistic assessment also applies to proposed solutions to the problem. A 

pessimist could argue that because the academic reward system is so deeply entrenched and 

longstanding, with so many stakeholders invested in system maintenance, that reform may be 

nearly impossible. Social and personality psychology exists as only a small force within the 

larger organizational structures of academic publishing, university level productivity metrics 

(and associated rewards/punishments), promotion and tenure criteria, and job market pressures. 

In short, even if social and personality psychology attempts to make changes in research and 

dissemination practices, broader institutional structures may prove to be so strong that 

fundamental change is nearly impossible. If this is the dominant mindset in the field, we would 

expect to see (1) high self-reported rates of engaging in QRPs with mostly cynical justifications 

for doing so (e.g., that the use of these practices is necessary for academic survival), (2) little 

impact of the SSD on self-reported intentions to change research and dissemination practices, (3) 

little change in indices of replicability and other metrics of research quality from 2003-2004 to 

2013-2014, and (4) low estimated replicability of research in social and personality psychology. 

It Can Get Better 
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“The essential causes of the replicability crisis are cultural and institutional, and 

transcend specific fields of research. The remedies are too.” – David Funder 

(“What if Gilbert is right?,” 2016) 

 "I think psychology has a lot of potential, and I think we’re improving it as a tool 

to answer really important questions, but I’m not sure we have a lot of answers 

yet." – Simine Vazire (as quoted in Resnick, 2016) 

The it can get better perspective perceives that there are many false positives in the 

published literature, but is more optimistic that the research enterprise can improve and may be 

getting better over time. According to this view, now that problems with prior practices have 

been identified, widely discussed, and disseminated in conference presentations, journal articles, 

blogs, and other forms of social media, researchers and supporting institutions will begin to self-

correct as new norms about best practices emerge. There is some basis for this kind of optimism. 

Research in organizational behavior, for example, finds that promotion of strong ethical cultures 

that clearly communicate the range of acceptable and unacceptable behavior through leader role-

modeling, reward systems, and informal norms can reduce unethical behavior among its 

members (Kish-Gephart et al., 2010; Treviño, 1990). Social and personality psychology has a 

number of emerging leaders who are explicitly communicating which research practices are 

acceptable and which are not, for example, in setting new editorial standards for many of the 

field’s journals (e.g., Giner-Sorolla, 2016; Funder, 2016; Vazire, 2016). Some of the central 

figures in promoting more open science practices are also being rewarded for their efforts, as 

Brian Nosek (a leader in open science and in the replication movement) was when he received 

the Society for Personality and Social Psychology’s Distinguished Service to the Field Award in 

2014. As more leaders in the field communicate what practices are desirable and scholars are 
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rewarded for using them, the informal norms will change and the replicability of the research 

produced should improve. The it can get better perspective may be best characterized by Barbara 

Spellman, former editor of Perspectives on Psychological Science, when she stated that 

“ultimately, after the ugliness is over … the science will end up being better” (as quoted in 

Resnick, 2016). 

If the optimism inherent in the it can get better perspective is an accurate characterization 

of the field, then we would predict (1) relatively low self-reported use of QRPs, and justifications 

provided for using these practices will be independently coded as out of researchers’ individual 

control (e.g., editors insist on them as a condition for publication), (2) high intentions to reduce 

these behaviors in light of the SSD, and (3) actual research practices and replicability indices 

should improve from 2003-2004 to 2013-2014. 

It’s Not So Bad 

“Science… is a method to quantify doubt about a hypothesis, and to find the contexts in 

which a phenomenon is likely. Failure to replicate is not a bug; it is a feature. It is what 

leads us along the path—the wonderful twisty path—of scientific discovery.” - Lisa 

Feldman Barrett (“Psychology is not in crisis,” 2015) 

“The claim of a replicability crisis is greatly exaggerated.” – Wolfgang Stroebe & Fritz 

Strack, 2014 

“The reproducibility of psychological science is quite high.” – Daniel Gilbert, Gary King, 

Stephen Pettigrew, & Timothy Wilson (2016, p. 1037) 

In contrast to the rotten to the core and the it gets better perspectives on the SSD in social 

and personality psychology is the it’s not so bad perspective. This view is skeptical about what it 

means for the field that some large scale replication efforts found that few studies in social and 
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personality psychology successfully replicated. For example, Feldman Barrett (2015) argued that 

a “failure” to replicate does not mean that the phenomenon in question is by definition non-

existent. Presuming the replication study was well designed and implemented, she argues that a 

more likely explanation for a failure to replicate is hidden moderators. One very likely hidden 

moderator that could be operating in social and personality research is that of context. For 

example, the fundamental attribution error (i.e., when people fail to sufficiently take into account 

situational constraints on a target’s behavior, and they attribute the behavior primarily to 

characteristics of the target instead) might replicate if the study were conducted in the United 

States or other Western cultural context, but very well might not replicate if the study were 

conducted in an Asian or Eastern cultural context. Consistent with this idea, Van Bavel and 

colleagues (2016) rated how much they thought each of the 100 studies in the Open Science 

Collaboration’s (2015) massive replication effort would be contextually sensitive and found that 

contextual sensitivity predicted replication failure. In other words, effects that were deemed more 

contextually sensitive (e.g., “how diversity cues signal threat or safety to African Americans”) 

were less likely to replicate than effects deemed less contextually sensitive (e.g., “extracting 

statistical regularities in sequences of visual stimuli;” cf. Inbar, 2016). From this point of view, 

failures to replicate are simply part of the usual progress of scientific discovery, as scientists 

subsequently seek to understand the conditions under which a given effect will emerge and when 

it will not. 

Others argue that low estimates of replicability and high rates of self-reported use of 

QRPs in social and personality psychology are due to flawed research methods and/or analyses. 

For example, the survey method that revealed high levels of self-reported use of QRPs (John et 

al., 2012) has been critiqued because the questions were often ambiguous and because 
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participants were not given an opportunity to explain when and why they used a given practice 

(Fiedler & Schwarz, 2015). According to this view, there may be justifiable reasons to not report 

a measure (e.g., it did not factor as expected, or had low scale reliability) or a given study (e.g., a 

manipulation check revealed that the intended manipulation did not create the desired 

psychological effect). Consistent with this idea, a revised version of the John et al. (2012) survey 

that asked about more unambiguously questionable practice use revealed significantly lower 

levels of self-reported QRP use than originally reported (Fiedler & Schwarz, 2015). 

Additionally, Gilbert and colleagues (2016) argue that the Open Science Collaboration’s (2015) 

massive replication effort contained three statistical errors, which erroneously led to the 

conclusion that replicability is low. When Gilbert and colleagues re-analyzed the data correcting 

for potential statistical errors, they concluded that the “data clearly provide no evidence for a 

‘replication crisis’ in psychological science” (p. 1037). 

Despite the high profile and large replication efforts that conclude that most findings in 

psychology journals do not replicate (e.g., Ebersole et al., in press; the Open Science 

Collaboration, 2015), other similarly large-scale replication efforts have had much higher levels 

of success. Klein and colleagues (2014) and Schweinsberg and colleagues (2016), for example, 

successfully replicated more than 86% of the studies they examined. Similarly, Mullinix, Leeper, 

Druckman, and Freese (2015) successfully replicated 80% of studies they examined and found a 

correlation of r = .75 between the original and replicated effect sizes1. Although there are some 

                                                 

1 Mullinix et al. (2015) replicated experimental studies in political science. Experimental political science, however, 

is difficult to distinguish from experimental political psychology that is often published in the social psychological 

literature (e.g., priming effects). Although the correlation between effect sizes is quite large, it does not consider the 
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important distinctions between the sampling strategies different teams of replicators have used to 

select studies for replication that likely play a role in these widely variable estimates of 

replicability, these studies nonetheless point to the conclusion that the state of the field may not 

be as bad as earlier replication efforts may have suggested (see also Gilbert et al., 2016). 

If the it’s not so bad perspective provides the best account of the current SSD in social 

and personality psychology, we would expect to observe (1) low levels of self-reported QRP use, 

or that explanations for “QRPs” will either be rated by independent coders as mostly acceptable 

or as required by editors/reviewers as condition for acceptance (given current behavior is fine), 

(2) low self-reported intentions to change research practices as a consequences of the SSD, and 

(3) reasonably high estimates of replicability of studies and other indices of research quality in 

published findings not only in 2013-2014 (after the SSD became more widespread), but also in 

studies published in 2003-2004.  

It’s Getting Worse 

“We have created a career niche for bad experimenters. This is an underappreciated fact 

about the current push for publishing failed replications. I submit that some experimenters are 

incompetent. In the past their careers would have stalled and failed. But today, a broadly 

incompetent experimenter can amass a series of impressive publications simply by failing to 

replicate other work and thereby publishing a series of papers that will achieve little beyond 

undermining our field’s ability to claim that it has accomplished anything… Crudely put, shifting 

the dominant conceptual paradigm from Freudian psychoanalytic theory to Big Five research has 

                                                 

reliability of the effect sizes between the original and replication studies. A similarly strong, positive correlation was 

observed in OSC (2015). 
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reduced the chances of being wrong but palpably increased the fact of being boring.” – Roy 

Baumeister (2016) 

“Communicating an unfortunate descriptive norm (‘almost everybody violates norms of 

good scientific practice anyway) undermines a desirable injunctive norm (‘scientists must not 

violate rules of good scientific practice).” – Klaus Fiedler & Norbert Schwarz (2015) 

The it’s getting worse perspective argues that overall, past research outputs were mostly 

revealing truth (as opposed to false positives) because incompetent researchers were weeded out, 

and that the current push for improving research practices is making research weaker and less 

interesting because less competent researchers can focus on replication efforts. This perspective 

seems less common than the other three, but is an important possibility to consider. Past research 

suggests that descriptive norms can shape our behavior in positive or negative ways (e.g., 

Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990). Therefore, the discussion of the prevalence of questionable 

research practices and potential fraud may communicate that these practices are normative, 

which may lead to an increased use of those practices.2 Moreover, if the field requires large 

samples and rewards replication, it may lead to more findings that are less interesting conducted 

by researchers who are not sufficiently competent with their “intuitive flair” (Baumeister, 2016). 

This orientation may also discourage researchers from doing creative and exploratory research, 

and from publishing non-preregistered findings. And, these highly-publicized discussions of 

failures to replicate and questionable research practices might have unintended consequences of 

                                                 

2 Indeed, one society that we contacted and asked to disseminate our survey declined to participate out of fear that 

our survey would give its membership cues that questionable research practices are normative, increasing the 

likelihood that its members would use those practices. 
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discouraging funding sources and universities from continuing their support of psychological 

research.  

If the SSD is conveying social norms that QRPs are widespread and that non-replicable 

findings are publishable, then evidence consistent with the it’s getting worse perspective would 

include (1) low levels of past usage of QRPs, (2) increased intentions to use QRPs in the future, 

and (3) declining estimates of replicability for more recent research compared to research from 

the past. In contrast, if the SSD is conveying that creative, exploratory research is risky and less 

publishable, then evidence consistent with the it’s getting worse perspective might not appear in 

terms of QRP usage or estimated replicability. Rather, it would appear in decreased creativity 

and interestingness of research in recent years. This latter form of the it’s getting worse 

perspective is beyond the scope of the current studies. 

Study 1 

The goal of Study 1 was to survey social and personality psychologists about their 

perceptions of the SSD, their current research practices, the perceived acceptability of various 

practices, and whether they intended to change their research practices as a consequence of the 

SSD. More specifically, we focused on the following questions: (a) perceptions of the SSD and 

whether it has been a good or bad thing for the field, (b) self-reported use of proposed 

questionable and best research practices, (c) perceptions of the acceptability/unacceptability of 

using proposed questionable and best practices, (d) open-ended explanations for why proposed 

questionable practices were sometimes perceived as acceptable, (e) and self-reported intentions 

to change research practices in light of the SSD. 

Method 

Sampling 
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To obtain as broad and representative of a sampling frame of social and personality 

psychologists as possible, we contacted the mailing lists of the Society for Personality and Social 

Psychology (6,172 members), European Society for Social Psychology (1,200 members), and the 

Society of Australasian Social Psychologists (166 members).3 We requested the e-mail addresses 

of members or for the society to disseminate our invitation to participate to their members. 

Shortly after our invitation to participate was distributed via e-mail or through the society’s 

mailing list, a recipient posted the survey link on Twitter. We therefore added a question about 

where participants learned about the survey (i.e., Twitter, Facebook, e-mail or other) so we could 

determine the degree to which this Twitter posting (and subsequent posts on Facebook) may 

have distorted our intended sampling of the largest relevant professional societies. Only 45 

participants (< 4%) reported that they found the survey on social media, allowing us to make 

some rough estimates of response rates to the e-mail invitation. Of the 1,414 people who opened 

the survey, 1,166 responded to most of the survey questions (about 20% answered all but our 

demographic questions). Excluding participants who indicated that they found the survey 

through social media, we estimated that our response rate to the e-mail solicitation was between 

15% (assuming 100% overlap of society memberships in our sampling frame) and 18% 

(assuming 0% overlap of society memberships in our sampling frame).  

Participants 

Of those who provided individuating background information, most identified primarily 

as social (79%) or personality psychologists (8%). The remainder of the sample consisted of 

                                                 

3 We also contacted the Asian Association of Social Psychology, but they declined to disseminate the survey. 
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psychologists who have a primary specialization in something other than social or personality, 

most of whom reported being members of one of the societies in our sampling frame and were 

therefore retained. Participants were 49% male and 47% female (the remainder declined to 

answer the question or preferred not to identify). Twenty-six percent of our sample were 

graduate students, 11% non-tenure track Ph.D. holders (e.g., adjuncts, post-docs), 15% assistant 

professors, 12% associate professors, 16% full professors, and 20% declined to share their stage 

of career.4 Fifty-seven percent of participants were affiliated with a public university, 25% with a 

private university, 1% did not have a university affiliation, and the remainder declined to provide 

this information. 

Measures 

Journal specific perceptions of replicability across time. First, we assessed perceptions 

of the replicability and quality of research in social and personality psychology across time. 

Specifically, we asked participants to estimate the percentage of results published in the Journal 

of Personality and Social Psychology (JPSP), Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin 

(PSPB), Journal of Experimental Social Psychology (JESP), and Psychological Science (PS) that 

would replicate in a direct replication study with 99% power, both 10 years ago and within the 

last year. Responses were provided on a 10-point scale with the point labels of 0-10%, 11-20% 

and so on up to 91-100%. 

Broader perceptions of the SSD. In addition to journal-specific perceptions of 

replicability, we asked about the perceived replicability of results in our field more generally, 

                                                 

4 Responses generally did not vary by career stage (these analyses are presented in our supplemental materials). 

When responses did vary by career-stage, career-stage explained less than 1% of the variance in the response. 
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specifically, “Do you think that research in social psychology is more replicable today than it 

was 10 years ago?” (yes/no), and, “How confident are you that the majority of findings in social 

psychology will replicate?” (not at all, slightly, moderately, and very confident).  

We also included 3 items to assess perceptions of the SSD. More specifically, we asked 

how positive or negative the discussion has been for the field (i.e., “Do you think the ‘status of 

our science’ discussion has been more positive or negative for social psychology?” with the 

following 7 response options: entirely negative, with no positives; mostly negative, with very few 

positives; slightly negative, with some positives; equally negative and positive; slightly positive, 

with some negatives; mostly positive, with very few negatives; entirely positive, with no 

negatives). We also asked whether participants believed the discussion has improved research 

(i.e., “To what extent has the ‘status of our science’ discussion improved research in social and 

personality psychology?”) and whether the discussion has changed the way they do research 

(“To what extent has the ‘status of our science’ discussion changed the way you do research?”). 

Both of these items had the following 5 response options of not at all, slightly, moderately, 

much, and very much. 

Prevalence, acceptability, and intentions to change various practices. We next asked 

participants a number of questions about QRPs (e.g., not reporting all conditions of an 

experiment, reporting only studies that “worked,” John et al.; for a full list, see Table 2). John 

and colleagues (2012) assessed prevalence of QRPs by asking participants whether they had 

personally engaged in specific practices, including falsifying data, not reporting all dependent 

measures, etc. (yes/no). Rather than using this approach, we asked how frequently participants 

engage in each practice, and provided them the opportunity to explain their answers (see Fiedler 

& Schwarz, 2015, for a critique of the “have you ever,” approach, without opportunities for 
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explanation). Participants reported how frequently they engaged in a given practice on a 5-point 

scale (never, rarely, sometimes, often, and always). In addition to examining frequency, we also 

created a variable to indicate whether participants reported ever engaging in a given practice by 

recoding the frequency variable as a dichotomy, specifically, those who reported never versus 

those who reported having ever engaged in a practice (i.e., those who reported rarely, sometimes, 

often or always). Participants who reported ever engaging in a QRP or not always engaging in an 

acceptable research practice were also later presented with an open-ended textbox to explain 

their answer. 

John et al. (2012) also asked participants whether various practices were defensible on a 

3-point scale with the point labels no, possibly, and yes and treated this item as a continuous 

measure. Although it is common to treat certain ordinal measures as continuous, the point-labels 

usually reflect something about matter of degree (e.g., not at all, moderately), rather than 

categorical yes/no responses. We therefore opted to use a continuous measure of the 

acceptability of each practice, measured on a 7-point scale (very unacceptable, moderately 

unacceptable, slightly unacceptable, uncertain, slightly acceptable, moderately acceptable, and 

very acceptable). Moreover, participants who responded on the normatively questionable end of 

the scale (e.g., those who thought it was acceptable to selectively report studies that worked) 

were asked to elaborate using an open-ended text box with the prompt, “When is [research 

practice] acceptable?” Finally, to gauge whether researchers’ behavior is likely to change as a 

function of the SSD conversation, we asked whether the likelihood of engaging in a given 

practice had changed following the SSD (on a 3-point scale with the point labels decreased, 

stayed the same, or increased). Because responses to each of our questions about specific 

practices did not correlate well across our various questions, we analyzed them separately. 
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Results 

The materials and analysis scripts are all available on the Open Science Framework (see 

https://osf.io/xq3v5/).5  

Journal Specific Perceptions of Replicability Across Time 

One purpose of our survey was to assess scholars’ perceptions of the perceived 

replicability of studies published in the four top tier journals that publish social and personality 

psychology research, as a function of our sampling periods (about 10 years ago versus the last 

year or so). Collapsing across all other considerations (e.g., time, journal), the average perceived 

replicability of studies was M = 4.95 (SD = 1.81), which translates to just short of 50% of 

studies. Participants perceived studies published within the last year as more replicable (M = 

5.27, SD = 1.89) than studies published 10 years ago (M = 4.63, SD = 1.90), F(1, 1099) = 

187.07, p < .001, d = 0.34. The perceived replicability of research also varied as a function of 

journal, F(3, 3297) = 265.01, p < .001. Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) tests 

revealed that the order from most to least replicable journal was JPSP, PSPB, JESP, and PS (see 

Figure 1), and that the differences in perceptions of replicability over time were more 

pronounced for JPSP and PS than they were for PSPB and JESP. 

Broader Perceptions of Replicability 

Fifty percent of participants answered “yes” when asked if the field was more replicable 

now than it was 10 years ago. On average, participants were slightly confident (M = 2.04, SD = 

                                                 

5 We hope to make the full data available, but currently our university’s Institutional Review Board is prohibiting us 

from doing so (and are requesting that we not only withhold the data, but also destroy all data in 3-5 years as of this 

writing). We have filed a formal appeal and will upload the data to the OSF page, if the IRB grants us permission. 

https://osf.io/xq3v5/
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0.83, scale range 1-4) that the majority of findings in social psychology would replicate, and 

participants’ perception that the SSD has been a good or bad thing was roughly the neither good 

nor bad response option (M = 4.35, SD = 1.54, scale range 1-7).  

Participants thought that the SSD has moderately improved research in the field (M = 2.78, 

SD = 0.96, scale range 1-5), and that the discussion has moderately changed the way that they do 

research (M = 2.83, SD = 1.12, scale range 1-5).  

Self-reported Use of QRPs and Best Practices 

Lifetime use. Table 1 reports the percentage of participants who reported ever using a 

given practice in their research lifetime, as well as comparison percentages reported by John and 

colleagues (2012). Two practices—data falsification and stopping data collection early–were 

reported at similarly low rates in both samples. All other practices were reported at levels higher 

than observed by John and colleagues. The differences in lifetime prevalence rates suggest that 

participants may have opted to respond to the yes/no version of the question (John et al., 2012) 

by indicating what they “usually” do rather than something they have “ever done” (see also 

Fiedler & Schwarz, 2015). 

Frequency. The average reported frequency of engaging in questionable practices was 

quite low in our sample (see Table 1). Participants reported that they rarely or never falsified 

data, claimed results were unaffected by demographics when they in fact were or the researcher 

did not know, stopped data collection early, rounded down p-values that were just over .05, 

excluded data after checking the impact of doing so, failed to report all conditions, decided to 

collect additional data after looking at results, or reframed unexpected findings as expected a 

priori. Participants reported that on average they sometimes failed to report all measures they 

collected or selectively reported studies that “worked.” The average reported frequency of 
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engaging in proposed new best practices were more variable. Participants reported never or 

rarely pre-registering hypotheses, sometimes conducting a priori power analyses, and often 

reporting effect sizes (see Figure 2). 

Acceptability/Unacceptability. As can be seen in Figure 3, the “questionable” behaviors 

we asked about were all seen as unacceptable to varying degrees. In order from least to most 

acceptable were falsifying data, falsely claiming results were unaffected by demographics, not 

reporting all conditions, stopping data collecting early, excluding some data after looking at its 

impact, rounding off p-values, not reporting all dependent variables, reporting that unexpected 

results were predicted, selectively reporting studies that worked, reporting effect sizes, deciding 

to collect additional data after looking at the results, conducting power analyses, making data 

publicly available, and pre-registering hypotheses.  

When is it acceptable to use QRPs and not use proposed best research practices? 

Participants provided a range of explanations for engaging in research practices that have been 

called “questionable” (see Table 2 for examples). Each open-ended justification was coded by 

two members of our team for whether the explanation was one that most researchers would agree 

was acceptable versus being a clear example of a questionable practice. Specifically, coders were 

asked, “Do you think that most researchers today would think that this explanation for either 

using a QRP or not using a best practice is acceptable?” and were told to judge acceptability with 

the assumption that the behavior had been or would be disclosed in any publication. Response 

options were: yes, no, unsure, and uncodeable. Inter-rater agreement was quite high across 

behaviors (89 to 100 percent agreement). As can be seen in Table 1, our coders found 

researchers’ justifications acceptable between 81 and 95% of the time for not reporting all 

dependent variables, collecting additional data after looking, excluding some data after looking 
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at the impact, rounding p-values, and stopping data collection early. Examples of behaviors that 

were generally coded as acceptable by our coders included dropping conditions or studies when 

manipulation checks failed, dropping items when they did not factor as expected, increasing N 

using sequential sampling procedures that correct the increase to Type I error, and rounding p-

values to conform to APA Style, and excluding outliers using statistical conventions. 

Other behaviors, however, were much more frequently rated as unacceptable research 

practices. Fifty-five percent of the justifications for selectively reporting studies, 26% of the 

justifications for reporting unexpected findings as expected, and 11% of the justifications for not 

reporting all conditions were judged to be unacceptable. Concerns about publication and/or 

mentions of direct pressure from reviewers and editors were frequently cited as explanations in 

each of these cases. More specifically, 83% of participants mentioned publication pressure or 

editorial/reviewer request as the reason they selectively reported only studies that worked. 

Thirty-nine percent of those who mentioned dropping conditions and 57% of those who reported 

unexpected findings as expected similarly mentioned publication pressure or being directed by 

reviewers and/or editors to do so.  

We also discovered that self-reported confessions of data fabrication were almost always 

false confessions (11 out of 12). In all but one case (an uncodeable and seemingly snarky 

reference to Bem, 2011), participants in our sample who “admitted” to data falsification either 

misunderstood the question (e.g., they believed the question referred to Popperian hypothesis 

falsification, not data fabrication), or responded in such a way that made it clear that they 

mentally reversed the response options (i.e., their open-ended responses made it clear they never 

thought it was acceptable to falsify data, despite providing an “acceptable” response on the 
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close-ended measure). In short, self-reported data fabrication is extremely rare and much more 

often than not were examples of measurement error. 

The explanations for not using proposed best practices were much more variable and 

were not easily coded as acceptable or unacceptable. For this reason, we did not code reasons for 

not using best practices for acceptability. Justifications for not conducting power analyses 

included doing exploratory research, not having a basis for estimating the effect size, and 

planned or actual sample sizes were so large it was deemed unnecessary. People explained not 

pre-registering their research by arguing that their studies were largely exploratory, it is not 

required by journals or current standards of ethics (e.g., American Psychological Association; 

APA), and/or mentioned the extra burden associated with doing so. Participants also explained 

that publicly sharing data is not currently normative, that they share upon request, that they did 

not have Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for doing so, and that they often had 

concerns about participant confidentiality and/or intellectual property. 

Intentions to change. Many participants reported that their intentions to engage in 

various QRPs has decreased as a function of the SSD (see Figure 4 for more detail). More than 

70% of participants indicated that they are now less likely to exclude data after looking at the 

impact of doing so, not report all dependent measures, not report all conditions, stop data 

collection early, selectively report only studies that work, falsely claim that results were 

unaffected by demographics, or falsify data. Participants were least likely to report an effect of 

the SSD on their decisions to collect additional data after looking, to use conventional rounding 

rules when reporting p-values close to .05, or reporting that unexpected findings were predicted. 

About half of the sample indicated that the SSD has increased their likelihood of pre-registering 
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hypotheses, making data publicly available, conducting power analyses, and reporting effect 

sizes. 

Discussion 

The results of Study 1 indicate that many social and personality psychologists are deeply 

pessimistic about whether the field is producing replicable science, even if they think there has 

been some increase (approximately a 10%) in the likelihood that studies conducted today will 

replicate relative to studies conducted 10 years ago (which, on average, were perceived as having 

only a 40% chance of replicating even with 99% power). Moreover, our sample does not seem to 

be particularly optimistic that the SSD is leading to wholesale improvements of this picture, 

given that the SSD is perceived to have led to only moderate rather than dramatic changes in 

research practices in the field. 

Even though perceptions of the field as a whole were generally more pessimistic than 

optimistic (and therefore seemingly most consistent with the rotten to the core perspective), 

participants’ reports of their own current and intended future research practices were more 

consistent with the it gets better perspective on the state of our science. At first glance, 

researchers’ self-reported use of QRPs could be interpreted as problematic and hinting at 

significant rottenness. That said, independent coding of the circumstances in which our sample 

thought that these practices were acceptable were generally (but not always) encouraging. Our 

coders rated researchers’ explanations for not reporting all measures, collecting additional data 

after looking, not reporting all conditions, excluding data, rounding of p-values, stopping data 

collection early, not reporting demographic differences, as acceptable on average roughly 90% of 

the time. Because only small percentages generally reported using a given QRP at all, and the 

majority of these had acceptable justifications for doing so, there seems reason for optimism that 
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most researchers’ motivations are to do the best science they can with their resources. 

Researchers’ explanations for specific other QRPs, that is, selectively reporting only studies that 

“work” and presenting unexpected findings as anticipated, indicate that our sample is often 

explicitly told to tell coherent and tidy stories in their paper submissions, and believe that doing 

so is necessary to successfully publish. Given the SSD, most researchers probably would not 

publicly endorse Bem’s (2003) advice to tell a compelling and tidy story anymore, regardless of 

a priori hypotheses and how messy their studies may actually be. That said, our data indicates 

that researchers are still being told (implicitly, and sometimes explicitly) that Bem’s advice on 

how to write for publication in social and personality psychology still holds. If editorial pressure 

is a major determinant of researchers’ usage of QRPs, then the field should show improvement 

as editors at top journals become more accepting of messy, but more honest, results. 

Despite the need to compete and publish in a world that does not yet uniformly reject all 

QRPs or reward proposed best practices, our respondents nonetheless reported intentions to 

change their behavior in ways that reduce use of the former and that increase the use of the latter. 

We think that these self-reported efforts to improve provide the strongest evidence that most of 

our respondents—despite their concerns about replicability of the field at large, and their 

cynicism about what it takes to publish—are trying to do sound science, a conclusion most 

consistent with the it’s getting better perspective, modestly consistent with the it’s not so bad 

perspective, and inconsistent with the rotten to the core and it’s getting worse perspectives.  

In summary, our survey revealed even though our sample seems to think the field overall 

might be pretty rotten (i.e., non-reproducible), they nonetheless personally report using 

justifiable research practices, and strong intentions to embrace higher standards of science going 

forward. Our survey also reveals the limits of how much researchers can do to improve the 
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science by themselves without greater institutional changes, such as the norms that still dominate 

publication decisions and practices. 

But how much can we really trust these findings? One could argue, for example, that the 

response rate to Study 1 is too low to allow for inferences and generalization. Although low 

(roughly between 15-18%), we nonetheless argue that there are reasons to not dismiss our 

findings out of hand. Response rates to email survey solicitation vary widely based on the sample 

being targeted, but some studies suggest response rates to e-mail solicitations with no incentives 

or follow-up reminders to participate in research is generally about 10% (see Couper, 2000 for a 

review; see also Tourangeau, Conrad, & Couper, 2013). Other surveys administered to 

social/personality psychologists for studies published in recent years obtained a response rate of 

between 3.5 and 6.7% (see Inbar & Lammers, 2012). Our estimated response rate of between 

15% and 18%, therefore, is considerably better than that average. 

One can also take some reassurance from research that has tested side-by-side 

comparisons of identical procedures with the exception of using extra steps to garner higher 

response rates (e.g., whether the researchers used call-backs and other attempts to convert non-

respondents into respondents). This research found greatly improved response rates at substantial 

cost, but only trivial differences in the demographic make-up of their samples, and no differences 

in substantive conclusions (Holbrook, Krosnick, & Pfent, 2007; Keeter, Miller, Kohut, Groves, 

& Presser, 2000; see also Curtin, Presser, & Singer, 2000, Merkle & Edelman, 2002, who arrived 

at similar conclusions).    

Our ability to test the representativeness of our sample was limited because each society 

we sampled collects demographic information about its participants in slightly different ways 

and using different response options. That said, the number of males and graduate students in our 
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sample were within (respectively) 2 and 6 percentage points of what we expected given the 

demographics of the 2015 membership of the Society for Personality and Social Psychology, the 

largest group we sampled (numbers that did not change when we considered only respondents 

who indicated that they were members of SPSP). Given we did not find many career stage 

differences in responses the slight under-representation of graduate students should pose little 

threat to our interpretation of our results or their likely generalizability to the population of 

social/personality psychologists. 

Finally, we understand the limitations of self-reports (e.g., Wilson & Dunn, 2004) and 

pressures toward socially desirable responding (e.g., Richman, Kiesler, Weisband, & Drasgow, 

1999). For this reason, the results of Study 1 should be interpreted as suggestive rather than 

definitive with respect to whether the field is best characterized or social/personality 

psychologists perceive it as rotten to the core, getting better, getting worse, or not so bad in the 

first place. To complement our reliance on self-report in Study 1, we therefore turned to a very 

different method to examine the status of our science in Study 2.  

Study 2 

  The goal of Study 2 was to examine the statistical support for the key hypothesis test in 

various social and personality psychology journal articles, and to examine likely replicability of 

these results using a variety of new metrics designed to estimate replicability. Toward this end, 

we manually coded and compared research published in the past (2003-2004) and more recently 

published research (2013-2014). 

Our decision to manually code the statistics from selected articles departs from what has 

become popular practice when statistically estimating replicability. Other researchers have taken 

two general approaches to examine the scientific soundness of the literature. The first approach 
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is to use computer programs that indiscriminately collect all test statistics from a paper and drop 

them into a database for subsequent analyses (e.g., Schimmack, 2015). The strength of this 

approach is that it allows for a quick look at a lot of research over many years. A limitation of 

this approach, however, is that it includes many statistics that are not critical to the theory being 

tested in a paper, which could distort the picture of the literature that it paints. For example, if 

there are many significance tests in a paper and few of them are significant (as is common in 

research on personality, or on individual differences in attitudes/social cognition), then that 

research may be seen as less replicable because the proportion of significant findings is so low 

relative to the number of significance tests conducted and the study’s sample size, even if most 

of those hypothesis tests are irrelevant to the theory being tested. Alternately, papers that include 

many significance tests that are not relevant to the critical hypothesis (again, as is common in 

research on personality and individual differences) may appear more replicable than other areas 

of research because the proportion of significant findings is more normally distributed which 

might suggest that fewer findings were hacked or hidden in a file drawer. Therefore, findings 

from this first method must be viewed cautiously and supplemented with more in-depth methods. 

The second approach takes the test statistics from a series of studies within a single paper 

and then examines them closely for departures of what would be expected under usual 

assumptions of probability distributions (e.g., Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons, 2014). This 

approach is useful in identifying whether the key statistics within a set of studies suggest 

evidential value, and is an improvement over the first method because it focuses on statistics 

critical to the theory being tested. The main limitation of this second approach is that it only 

looks at test statistics and pays little attention to the research practices used to obtain those test 

statistics (e.g., only looking at p-values without considering the complexity of research design 
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that yielded those p-values).6 Therefore, in Study 2, we manually examined a random sample of 

articles published in four major journals and coded them for the general statistics they include, 

the statistics that are critical to the hypotheses being tested, and for the research methods 

reported in those articles. This approach allows us to examine whether social and personality 

psychologists’ claims of rarely using QRPs and claims of being more likely to use (some) better 

research practices map onto their actual behavior (or metrics aimed to estimate QRPs), as well as 

stronger tests of the predictions made by the four perspectives on the status of our science.   

Estimating Research Integrity 

  We used a multipronged approach to estimate the research integrity of the studies we 

coded. First, we coded for evidence that researchers are using various best practices (e.g., reports 

of exact rather than rounded p-values, evidence of increased transparency by including 

supplementary materials, and reporting effect sizes). Second, we calculated a variety of indices 

of “replicability”. We chose to use several methods that have received considerable attention in 

our journals and in blogs popular among social and personality psychologists. These methods 

include the Test for Insufficient Variance (TIVA), p-curve, and z-curve. Another class of indices 

represent different ways of estimating statistical power.  

It is important to note that none of the indices actually measure or predict replicability 

directly. Moreover, there is no agreed upon method for defining a successful replication (see 

Asendorpf et al., 2013; Open Science Collaboration, 2015). In the case of using statistical 

                                                 

6 In a recent blog post, Simonsohn (2015, “Falsely reassuring: Analyses of all p-values”) demonstrated that p-curves 

suggest greater evidential value for p-values collected using the automatic approach (approach 1 described above), 

unless those p-values were collected from an analysis that included a covariate. 
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significance and/or post-hoc estimations of power (derived from statistical significance) and 

effect size may also not be informative as to future replication success (Hoenig & Heisey, 2001; 

Sohn, 1998). We will first describe the “replicability indices,” and will then turn to indices of 

power. For lack of a better term, we will continue to call these metrics estimates of replicability.  

Estimating Replicability 

TIVA. The Test for Insufficient Variance (TIVA; Schimmack, 2014a) is one test 

designed to estimate how much variability there is around the critical statistics in a set of studies 

that use null hypothesis significance tests. Theoretically, due to measurement and sampling error, 

there should be considerable variation of the test statistic across studies. However, due to the 

importance of having a p-value at or below .05, researchers may engage in questionable practices 

to get their p-value below that magical cut-off value. If researchers use these questionable 

practices, there will be insufficient variance around the test statistic that corresponds to p-values 

around .05 (e.g., Z scores around 1.96 have p-values close to .05). To generate this statistic, we 

first used Rosenthal’s (1978) method to convert all test statistics into Z-scores. Then, we 

computed the variance of the full set of Z-scores and multiplied that by the degrees of freedom 

(i.e., N of Z-scores – 1). If the TIVA statistic is small (i.e., less than 1), then the research is more 

likely to have resulted from QRPs and be less replicable. If the TIVA statistic is large, then the 

research should be more replicable. We must note, however, that this is an unpublished metric 

and additional simulation work is required to validate this index.   

P-curve and Z-curve. P-curve is another test that assesses the likelihood of QRPs to 

obtain p-values just below .05 (in other words, p-hacking, Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons, 

2014). P-curves are examined in a couple of main ways, i.e., visual and analytical. The visual 

approach is simply plotting the distribution of p-values from near 0 to .05. If the distribution is 
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skewed such that there are more p-values closer to .05 than to .01, it is suggestive that the 

researchers used QRPs to artificially reduce their p-value and increase their likelihood of 

committing a Type I error. If the distribution is skewed such that there are more p-values closer 

to .01 than .05, it suggests that the findings in that analysis contain evidentiary value. Two 

analytical approaches to estimating evidentiary value and p-hacking have been suggested: One 

that estimates how many p-values reported in a paper are between .04 and .05 (Simonsohn, 

Nelson & Simmons, 2014, what we call the “original P-curve”), and a more recently updated 

approach that estimates the number of p-values in a paper that are between .025 and .05 

(Simonsohn, Simmons & Nelson, 2015, or what we call the “ambitious p-curve”). We present 

the P-curve analysis using each of these definitions. Evidentiary value of research is considered 

higher when the number of p-values within these ranges are small rather than large.  

One limitation of this P-curve approach is that it only considers p-values less than .05. In 

response, some (e.g., Schimmack, 2015) have proposed examining the Z-curve, which looks at 

all Z-scores from 0 to infinity. This latter approach should reinforce the findings of the P-curve, 

by showing that the distribution of Z-scores is skewed in one direction or another. Moreover, the 

Z-curve may clearly demonstrate a publication bias if the distribution of scores is leptokurtic 

around Z = 1.96-2.06 (the range of Z-scores corresponding to ps < .04-.05). 

Estimating Statistical Power 

In addition to metrics of the likelihood of questionable research methods, we also 

examined indices of replicability and more traditional estimates of possible replicability, namely 

statistical power. A priori power is essentially the log-log linear relationship between sample size 

and true effect size at a given alpha, provides an estimate of the likelihood that a study will 

achieve a significant effect (Cohen, 1988; 1992). Post hoc statistical power can be estimated after 
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a study has been conducted by using the sample size collected, observed effect size, and setting 

an alpha. The challenge has been to estimate post hoc power as a proxy for a priori power based 

on the reporting practices in journals.   

There is one issue regarding calculating post hoc power after a study has been conducted, 

namely that any significant effect (p-value <= .05) will yield a post hoc power at or above .50 

(Hoenig & Heisey, 2001). Post hoc power calculated from a biased literature will produce a 

strongly negatively skewed distribution with most of the values above .50. Therefore, care 

should be taken with respect to interpreting post hoc power calculated after a study has been 

conducted; according to Hoenig and Heisey (2001), "Power calculations tell us how well we 

might be able to characterize nature in the future given a particular state and statistical study 

design, but they cannot use information in the data to tell us about the likely states of nature" (p. 

1). 

Post hoc observed power. Taking all of the above into account, post hoc power can be 

imperfectly estimated from a study using the reported test value (e.g., t, F, r, χ2) and the degrees 

of freedom to extrapolate an effect size (Cohen, 1988), or one can ignore the degrees of freedom 

and convert the reported probability values (or reported test values) into Z-scores (see Hoenig & 

Heisey, 2001). These methods are biased and will inflate estimated post hoc power in small 

sample studies and do not correct for violations of assumptions, such as heterogeneity of 

variance, which also inflate post hoc power estimates. It is also important to note that this Z-

score method for approximating post hoc power will generally provide lower estimates of power 

than Cohen’s observed power based on post-hoc effect size approximation methods, especially in 

multi-factor designs. Importantly, both of these post hoc power estimates are biased to suggest 
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higher power than actually obtained when the literature being examined contains publication bias 

in favor of significant effects.  

N-Pact. Sample sizes can be used to infer robustness of a particular study, because larger 

samples usually are better able to accurately detect the medium to small effect sizes that are seen 

in social experiments (Fraley & Vazire, 2014). Further, larger sample sizes are likely to 

correspond to higher estimates of power, if we assume most social and personality psychology 

research studies report small to medium effect sizes. Based on this logic, Fraley and Vazire 

(2014) proposed the N-Pact factor, which is the median sample size of a set of studies being 

examined and one simple estimation of replicability. The reader should be cautioned, however, 

that N-Pact as a proxy index of a priori power has some limitations. Specifically, when effect 

sizes are heterogeneous, such as in a large collections of studies, the sample size only acts as a 

guess at the likely replicability, because it is only one half of the power estimation. Moreover, N-

Pact treats all research designs the same, which would lead to lower power estimates for within-

subjects studies relative to between-subjects designs with the same sample and effect sizes. 

Further, N-Pact does not consider other important issues that also affect statistical power (e.g., 

measurement error, assumption violations). N-Pact is therefore a convenient, albeit quick and 

dirty way to look at likely power, given the number of assumptions it makes about the 

underlying studies.  

  R-Index. The Replicability Index (R-Index; Schimmack, 2014b) is an attempt to correct 

the estimate of power, and subsequent estimated likely replicability, given publication bias in 

research. The R-Index reduces the “inflated” publication post-hoc estimations of power by 

adjusting the degree of incredibility (i.e., the number of significant effects they have relative to 

their post-hoc power; Schimmack, 2012). This statistic requires three pieces of information. 
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First, it requires the median of post-hoc power from a series of studies. Second, it requires 

determining the percentage of significance tests at p < .05. Third, it requires estimating an 

inflation rate by subtracting the median post-hoc power from the percentage of significant 

significance tests. Then, the R-Index can be computed by taking the median of estimated post-

hoc power and subtracting the inflation rate from it. For example, if you had 5 studies with post-

hoc power ranging (.25, .40, .50, .75, .90) and corresponding theoretical dichotomized significant 

tests with 1 being significant (0, 0, 1, 1, 1; or, ns, ns, p < .05, p < .05, p < .05), your R-Index 

would be median power (.5) minus the inflation rate (.60 - .50) = .40. Larger R-Index scores 

should indicate greater likely replicability and smaller R-Index scores should indicate reduced 

likely replicability. However, caution should be taken in interpreting the R-index, because it 

simply represents an amalgamated level of “replicability” across a group of studies that are not 

necessary related. For example, take another 5 studies with powers (.25, .25, .25, 1.00, 1.00) and 

respective theoretical dichotomized significance (0, 0, 0, 1, 1; or, ns, ns, ns, p < .05, p < .05). The 

calculated R-index of .10 in this situation suggests extremely low replicability for the set of 

studies, but clearly the pattern of dichotomized significance is bound to the power estimate. In 

sum, this index assumes that studies with power below .5 are basically the result of Type I error, 

which is not necessarily a safe assumption to make because even low power studies can 

occasionally find a true effect. Like TIVA, this is an unpublished metric and the validity of the 

metric has not yet been established; nonetheless, we are including it because of the attention it 

receives on blogs and discussion boards where social and personality psychologists discuss 

replicability and research practices (e.g., “Sometimes I’m Wrong,” “Psychological Methods,” 

and “PsychMAP”).  
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If the rotten to the core perspective is true, we would expect to see poor metrics of 

replicability and low statistical power across both time periods, with no change from before to 

after the SSD. If the it’s not so bad perspective is true, we would expect to see acceptable metrics 

of replicability and statistical power across both time periods, with little change from before to 

after the SSD. If the it gets better perspective is true, these metrics should indicate that studies 

should show improvement in replicability metrics and statistical power over time as the SSD 

changed norms of best practice. If the it’s getting worse perspective is true, these metrics should 

indicate that studies should show declines in replicability metrics and statistical power over time. 

Method 

This project was pre-registered on the Open Science Framework prior to data collection 

and analysis. All a priori hypotheses, coding forms, data, materials, and data management R-

scripts are available on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/he8mu/).7 

Article Selection  

To enhance generalizability of the findings, we chose to sample articles from four 

important journals within social and personality psychology—JPSP, PSPB, JESP, and PS. We 

identified that the replicability discussion began gathering more attention around 2005 and was 

widely discussed at conferences, in peer-reviewed journal articles, and the popular press by 2012 

(Ioannidis, 2005; Nosek et al., 2012). Although subjective and somewhat arbitrary, the fact that a 

special issue of an important journal—Perspectives on Psychological Science—was dedicated to 

discussing the problems with our science and published in 2012 makes this a reasonable year to 

                                                 

7 Analysis scripts are also available on the OSF page, but were written after the preregistration of the project and 

while the project was on-going as the first-author learned to use R. 

https://osf.io/he8mu/
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identify as a watershed moment for this discussion when a number of papers started appearing in 

our journals that embraced improved research practices. Therefore, we chose to include articles 

published in 2013 and 2014. To examine whether the improving science discussion had an effect 

on our science, we needed to include articles from a time point before this discussion started 

rising to the mainstream. To that end, we chose to include articles in those same journals but 

from 10 years prior—2003 and 2004. After identifying these four journals and four years, we 

downloaded all 2,228 articles published in them and used a random number generator to assign 

each of them a number from 1 to 2,228. We then sampled 30% of these articles by selecting the 

articles numbered 1 through 705. The final sample consisted of 161 articles from JPSP, 71 

articles from PS8, 147 articles from JESP, and 164 articles from PSPB. These 543 articles 

contained 1505 individual studies. A comprehensive list of the selected articles is available on 

the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/9mtyi/).  

Article Coding 

We coded the statistics that the authors reported that pertained to their critical hypothesis 

test (for a full list of all variables coded, see https://osf.io/9mtyi/). Often, the authors of the 

studies being coded would identify their critical hypothesis test with verbal markers (e.g., by 

                                                 

8 PS publishes research from areas beyond social and personality psychology, but the distinctions between areas is 

blurry and somewhat arbitrary. Therefore, we did two things. First, we analyzed all articles in PS (n = 233). Second, 

we coded the specialization of the lead author of the paper as social/personality or something else, and only 

examined papers with lead authors who specialize in social/personality psychology (n = 71). Given the focus of the 

current manuscript, we exclude papers by non-social/personality authors, but include the analyses including them in 

the supplemental materials. The pattern of the data does not change whether these articles are included or excluded.  

https://osf.io/9mtyi/
https://osf.io/9mtyi/
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declaring, “as predicted…,” or “critical to our hypothesis…”) prior to reporting those statistics. If 

these statements were not present, we read the abstract and hypothesis paragraph preceding the 

study, and tried to connect the hypothesis present in those with one of the statistical analyses in 

the results section. If the connection was not obvious, or if there were multiple critical hypothesis 

tests (e.g., if the authors predicted that all Big 5 personality traits would predict an outcome 

measure), we coded the first statistical test reported in the results section that was not a 

manipulation check. In coding the statistics, we recorded the type of test, number of predictor 

and outcome variables, degrees of freedom, the number of covariates included in the model, the 

actual test statistic, whether the authors reported an exact p-value, the p-value they reported, and 

what effect size they reported. After coding the critical hypothesis testing statistics, we also 

coded the number of significance tests with p-values less than .05, the total number of 

significance tests conducted that were reported in the article, and the number of footnotes 

pertaining to analyses. Lastly, we rated the subjective difficulty of coding each study on a 7-

point scale (1 = very difficult to 7 = very easy).  

All articles were coded by the authors who either have a doctorate in social psychology 

or are in a doctoral program in social/personality psychology. To ensure consistency in coding, 

we reviewed articles together, created a list of what to do with the most complicated articles, and 

coded articles in a group setting. Upon completion, all raters re-coded 10 studies and we found 

that raters correctly identified the same critical statistics 80% of the time, suggesting acceptable 

interrater reliability.  

Computation 

Using the main statistic reported and degrees of freedom provided for each critical 

hypothesis test, we were able to estimate effect size and calculate observed power (Cohen, 
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1988). We calculated effect sizes for t and F values, as well as correlations and chi-squares (See 

Appendix for the formulas; Cohen, 2008). For multiple regression, because we coded only the 

critical predictors, we treated those as t-tests. Other reported statistics, such as hierarchical linear 

modeling, mixed models, or other non-parametric statistics were not considered because the 

calculations of estimated effect-size and power were too complex or impossible to compute 

given the information coded (and often reported in the manuscripts). All observed power 

calculations assumed between-subject designs because this is the more conservative estimation9. 

In total, 66.78% of the studies reported statistics that have a standard procedure by which they 

could be converted into effect sizes. Finally, these parametric statistics were converted to a 

common effect size measure, R2, for statistical analysis. Because effect size and sample size are 

the main two components of calculating observed power, we provide analysis of each. Post-

hoc power can also be computed by converting the test statistic into a Z-score and then 

determining the probability of obtaining that Z-score if there is a true effect in the population (see 

Hoenig & Heisey, 2001). Estimated post-hoc power was used to calculate R-index and to 

generate Z-curves for subsequent analysis. 

Statistical analysis 

                                                 

9 Observed power is a post hoc power calculation that is very similar to post hoc power, but is slightly improved 

because it allows consideration of research design, instead of simply converting the observed test statistic into a z-

score and determining the probability of obtaining that z-score if there is a true effect in the population. We use the 

type of power specified in the formula for calculating each replicability metric. Given the high correlation between 

the two types of power (r = .94, p < .001), we only report observed power in our summary tables. See supplement 

for post hoc power. 
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Because the assumptions of many parametric tests (e.g., normal distributions, 

homoscedasticity) are not met for many of the variables we analyze in this study, we turn to 

modern bootstrapping methods to provide a standardized and unified way to examine all the 

metrics and indices provided (Efron & Tibshirani, 1994). Bootstrapping is a resampling with 

replacement method that allows us to avoid making strong distributional assumptions and can be 

used to provide prediction error for traditional parametric style null hypothesis significance tests 

(NHST) that produced p-values or can be used non-parametrically without p-values to provide 

confidence intervals (CI) to compare between point-estimates and indices. Given the peculiarity 

of the distributions we encountered, we applied the CI method to make inferences because it is 

the more conservative approach. Although bootstrapping can also be used to provide an estimate 

of the point-estimator itself, we also reported the arithmetic values of the point-estimators with 

bootstrapped confidence intervals to provide a more comprehensive picture of the data.   

Confidence intervals. We use the ordinary non-parametric bias-corrected and 

accelerated (BCa) bootstrap (“Boot” package in R: Davison & Hinkley, 1997), which creates 

two-tailed 95% non-symmetrical confidence intervals around any point estimator (e.g., mean, 

median) and any index (e.g., R-index). BCa confidence intervals are computationally intense 

methods that first calculate the 95% percentile of a resampled distribution of the point estimator 

and correct the systematic difference between the resampled distribution and the population 

distribution (bias) and the degree of skewness (acceleration). This method preserves the natural 

asymmetry in a distribution, which can be understood as the distance between each CI end point 

and the point-estimator. If the BCa CIs do not overlap, we can infer the two values are 

statistically different.    
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Distributions. The distributions of power, estimated effect size, and sample size, were 

displayed using kernel density estimation (KDE) following the procedures in Venables and 

Ripley (2002; “GGplot” package in R: Wickham 2009). KDE non-parametrically calculates and 

displays the probability density of a distribution. To simplify the visual comparison across the 

two time periods (i.e., 2003-2004 and 2013-2014), we normalized our estimations so that the 

maximum value for each year period is 1. In other words, KDE distributions can be understood 

as normalized and smoothed histograms. This method allows us to calculate where the peaks 

(modes) of distributions are located. We applied this method in conjunction with bootstrapping.  

We directly compared the shape of the distributions using an entropy-based method 

(Maasoumi & Racine, 2002). Entropy is a non-parametric metric of dispersion (like the standard 

deviation, but it does not compare each value to a mean) that can be applied to discrete or 

continuous data. Entropy-based methods are commonly used in time-series analyses where 

distributions have unusual dispersion patterns, such as in EEG data (e.g., Bezerianos, Tong & 

Thakor, 2003) or human movement data (Stergiou & Decker, 2011). We calculated the entropy 

for each KDE density and compared between them under the null hypothesis that the densities 

are equal (“np” package in R: Hayfield & Racine, 2008) to test whether the distribution of values 

changed from 2003-2004 to 2013-2014. This method relies on a similar type of bootstrap method 

that we used for BCa CI, but instead calculates the standard error of the bootstrapped samples to 

give a probability value associated with NHST.    

Results 

How are research practices changing over time? 

Summary statistics and BCa 95% CI are reported in Table 3. 

 Significance reporting practices. The proportion of studies that reported exact p-values 
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more than doubled between 2003-2004 (19.29%) and 2013-2014 (54.51%). Given that past  

research has demonstrated that articles commonly include misreported p-values that are smaller  

than they should be considering the test statistic and degrees of freedom (e.g., Bakker & 

Wicherts, 2011), we also examined the prevalence of misreported p-values in the current set of 

studies. If we simply compare the exact p-values that were reported to the p-values we computed 

without making any adjustments for rounding or for accordance with APA style (i.e., no more 

than 2 decimal places), we found that about 34% of all studies round p-values down. However, if 

we try to account for conforming to APA standards (i.e., 2 decimal places) and look at p-values 

rounded down by more than .004, we see that fewer than 10% of exact p-values reported were 

rounded down excessively. In 2003-2004, 10.53% of studies included p-values that were 

rounded down excessively; in 2013-2014, 5.01% of studies included p-values that were rounded 

down excessively. Although numerically different, this decrease is not statistically different.   

 Reporting effect sizes. The proportion of studies that reported a measure of standardized 

effect size more than doubled between 2003-2004 (19.22%) and 2013-2014 (49.65%).  

 Additional information. The number of analysis-related footnotes has not changed 

significantly over time, but there was an increase in the proportion of studies that referred to 

additional analyses available in supplemental materials with 1.36% in 2003-2004 to 8.59% of 

articles in 2013-2014. This suggests that scholars are increasingly disclosing additional analyses 

and materials.  

Has Replicability Changed Over Time (According to Replicability Metrics)? 

 Test for insufficient variance. Small Test for Insufficient Variance (TIVA) 

statistics (i.e., smaller than 1) suggest questionable practices of manipulating p-values to be just 

at .05, which would imply non-replicable results as they were likely manufactured. In this 
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sample, TIVA yielded statistics of 1610.36 [CI95% = 1309.05, 1933.91] in 2003-2004 and 

2402.14 [CI95% = 2080.41, 2864.50] in 2013-2014, both of which were statistically significantly 

greater than 0 (testing against the Chi-square distribution). This result suggests that there was 

sufficient variance in studies we coded across each time period examined, and that test statistics 

were not particularly constrained around a singular value. Moreover, the variance around test 

statistics has increased nearly 34% from 2003-2004 through 2013-2014, and the confidence 

intervals around the TIVA statistics do not overlap. Thus, although there is increased variance 

around statistics in more recent years than there was a decade ago, research published a decade 

ago had sufficient variance and, according to the TIVA criteria, it is less manipulated and 

therefore more replicable. TIVA suggests that the field is not so bad and that it is getting better. 

P-Curve. According to the binning strategy of detecting “ambitious p-hacking,” P-

Curves of research that contains evidentiary value should have p-values that are right skewed 

both for the p-values below .025 (half-curve) and also for p-values less than .05 (full curve; 

Simonsohn, Simmons & Nelson, 2015). The original version of the P-curve has a slightly more 

conservative definition of p-hacking, where “just” significant hacked results are defined as p-

values just below .05 but above .04 (Simonsohn, Simmons & Nelson, 2014). P-curves have been 

tested using both binomial tests (i.e., original: more p-values below .04 than between .04 to .05, 

and ambitious: more p-values below .025 than between .025 to .05). The ambitious P-curve has 

also alternatively been operationalized by using a continuous method taking Stouffer’s mean of 

the p-values for only χ2, F, t, and r tests.  

For the original P-curve we will only use the binomial test and for the ambitious P-curve 

we used the most recent published procedure using the scripts from the online application which 

use both the binomial test and the z-score method (http://www.p-curve.com/app4/ [version 

http://www.p-curve.com/app4/
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4.04]). Further, we only examined the p-values that we were able to calculate from the test 

statistic reported in a given article. P-curves are normally calculated within papers, but there is 

some discussion as to whether it can be applied across papers when there are heterogeneous 

effects and we report those results in supplemental information (see van Aert, Wicherts, van 

Assen, Bakker, Flore, Francis, & Hartgerink, 2016). We show the distribution of the p-values in 

bins by both the mean and median of each paper (Figure 5). When using the z-score method for 

the ambitious P-curve, we sometimes only had a single p-value to include in the analyses 

because we only coded one statistic for each study pertaining to the critical hypothesis test in that 

study. Therefore, in single-study papers, we make evidentiary value judgments based on a single 

p-value (consistent with Simonsohn et al., 2015, and their web application). For the original P-

curve, we used a median, and not a mean, to average within paper before tabulating the number 

of papers that had evidentiary value.  

For each paper, we examined each critical hypothesis test reported and asked if the paper 

had evidentiary value (0 for no and 1 for yes) based on the either the original P-curve (median p 

< .04) and for ambitious P-curve based on p-half and p-full curves. We then tabulated the 

percentage of papers that had evidentiary value in each year and used our bootstrapping method 

to compare between the two periods.  

For the original P-curve we found that in 2003-2004, 94.03% [CI95% = 88.59, 97.09] and 

in 2013-2014, 95.38% [CI95% = 91.64, 97.53] of the papers had evidentiary value and there was 

no difference between the two time periods (as evidenced by the overlapping bootstrapped 

confidence intervals). For the ambitious P-curve we found that in 2003-2004, 50.00% [CI95% = 

39.07, 58.97] and in 2013-2014, 49.64% [CI95% = 41.48, 57.75] of the papers had evidentiary 

value and there was no difference between the two time periods. It is important to note that 
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papers with more studies were significantly more likely to report evidentiary value, rpb= .306, 

[CI95% =.153, .441]. This finding may be due to the way the method was implemented for critical 

hypotheses as opposed to all p-values in a paper. Thus, when examining the ambitious P-curve, 

approximately half of papers contain evidentiary value, whereas when using the original P-curve, 

we found that approximately 95% percentage of the papers had evidentiary value. Importantly, 

caution should be taken in interpreting the ambitious P-curve, because it includes a number of 

single-study papers where evidentiary value judgments are determined based on whether that p-

value is below .025 or not. The original and ambitious P-Curves by paper both suggest no 

change suggests the field not getting better or getting worse. Estimates based on the original P-

curve suggest that the field is not so bad, whereas estimates using the ambitious P-curve suggest 

that the field is half rotten. 

Z-curve. An alternative to the P-curve is the Z-curve; the Z-curve allows examination of 

potential publication bias, by looking at whether there is a precipitous drop at 1.96 (i.e., the z-

score corresponding to the p-value of .05; Schimmack, 2015). If there is a sharp rise of 

distribution at around 1.96, it suggests publication bias.  If there are many more z-scores of 1.96 

than 1.95, that would be evidence of p-hacking. For computational reasons, however, we limited 

the z-scores to be between 0 and 8.2, which is an equivalent to a p-value of 2.2 x 10-16. Further, a 

p-value of 1 x 10-13 or a z-score of 7.44 is equivalent to a power of 1. We plotted all z-scores 

using a KDE density plot that we were able to create given the statistics reported (n = 1061). As 

depicted in the top panel of Figure 6, the curves for each period are fairly similar and both 

positively skewed, but with peaks around 2.01. The bootstrapped CIs for the distribution peak in 

2003-2004 [CI95% = 2.03, 2.75] and 2013-2014 [CI95% = 2.02, 2.47] did not contain 1.96 (z-score 

for p = .05). There is clear evidence of publication bias (i.e., a sharp rise of the distribution near 
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1.96), and less clear evidence for p-hacking, as there are many z-scores that are greater than 1.96 

(or, 2.06, if classifying p-values between .04 and .05 as likely the result of p-hacking). The 

observation that the peak of the z-curve and the confidence interval around it does not overlap 

1.96, suggests that the literature is not replete with “just” significant effects. The peaks in the Z-

curve distribution did not differ across time periods, which suggests no change in publication 

bias over time, and using the entropy density equality test, we found that the two density plots 

for each period did not differ significantly, Sp = .0132, p = .18. The same conclusion of no 

difference across time periods can also be seen in the three measures of central tendency (mean, 

median, peak/mode) found in the bottom panel of Figure 6, that all have overlapping CIs. When 

examining the Z-curves, we see clear evidence of publication bias and low rates of p-hacking, 

and no difference between time periods. The Z-curve analysis suggests it’s not so bad and the 

field is not getting better or getting worse. 

Sample size and N-Pact. Sample size ranged from extremely small (N = 9) to extremely 

large (N = 1,129,334). To generate stable estimates, we transformed N into Log10 which affects 

the estimation of the mean, but will leave the median and peak unchanged. We plotted all sample 

sizes using a KDE density plot (n = 1483). As depicted in the top panel of Figure 7, the 

transformed distribution of N was fairly normal, but the distribution for 2013-2014 looked more 

symmetrical than 2003-2004. Using the entropy density equality test, we found that the two 

density plots for each time period differed significantly, Sp = .0163, p < .0001. Both the mean 

and median sample size (N-Pact) increased from 2003-2004 to 2013-2014, but the peaks 

remained fairly stable. This increased sample size suggests studies may have higher statistical 

power in 2013-2014 than in 2003-2004, assuming effect sizes of interest remained constant.  
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Following Fraley and Vazire (2014), we estimated the percentage of studies conducted 

that should have power of .80, assuming the average effect size in social/personality psychology 

of r = .21 or d = .43 and assuming all designs are between-subjects t-tests (Richard, Bond, & 

Stokes-Zoota, 2003). Under these assumptions, studies with sample sizes at or greater then n = 

172 would be sufficient sample size to claim evidentiary value at a priori power = .80. Under 

these admittedly conservative assumptions, the percentage of studies with a sufficient sample to 

obtain a power of .80 significantly increased from 15.20% [CI95% = 11.70, 19.00] in 2003-2004 

to 24.27% [CI95% = 20.92, 27.18] in 2013-2014.10 Additionally, these changes are not the same at 

each of the four journals examined.  

If we instead account for differences in design and number of conditions (instead of 

assuming all mixed and within designs are between-subjects designs), the picture suggests more 

evidentiary value than when we assume two condition between-subject designs. Moreover, 

evidentiary value increases from 34.50% [CI95% = 29.76, 39.82] in 2003-2004 to 46.87% [CI95% 

= 43.03, 50.49] in 2013-2014. Thus, this method suggests weak evidentiary value at both time 

points, but does demonstrate improvement over time, that is, estimated a prior power based on 

sample size suggests that the field is rotten to the core (but less rotten when taking into account 

design and number of conditions), and is getting better. 

Power. If the effects of the studies in our sample were all the products of p-hacking and 

publication bias, we would see power at .50 and not above. If power estimations are all above .50 

but not centered there, it suggests a strong degree of publication bias. Power estimates near 1.0 

                                                 

10 This analysis only includes studies that used χ2, F, t, and r tests. 
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suggest studies that have extremely small p-values (.00001) or some combination of large effect 

size and degrees of freedom. Cohen’s recommendation for (pre-experimental) power is .80, 

which corresponds to a p-value = .005 for post-hoc observed power, which we used as a criterion 

of adequate power (with caution in mind). Figure 8 shows the KDE distributions of observed 

power by year (see supplementary information for more rudimentary form of post-hoc power 

used in some replicability metrics). The distribution was highly negatively skewed with peaks at 

power of 1, suggesting publication bias. Because the values were not centered at .50, however, 

there is no evidence of extensive and frequent p-hacking. The entropy density equality test did 

not differ significantly across time periods for observed power, Sp = .0173, p = .150. In other 

words, the post hoc observed estimate of power has remained stable from 2003-2004 to 2013-

2014.  

Although post hoc observed power estimates are extremely upwardly biased and should 

be interpreted with great caution, our median values were very near Cohen’s .80 threshold for 

both time periods, a conclusion more consistent with an interpretation of it’s not so bad than it’s 

rotten to the core, because power is not at 50% which would indicate that most results are 

borderline significant. For post hoc power estimates to be around .80, the observed p-values 

would need to be .005, which is much lower than the .05 or .025 cut-offs for evidentiary value 

(Simonsohn et al., 2011, 2015). Therefore, we conclude that the post hoc power estimate is 

suggestive that there is not rampant p-hacking in the literature, but we cannot rule out how 

publication bias might contribute to this estimate. The stability of power across time periods 
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despite the increase in sample size, however, is curious and suggests that effect sizes decreased 

across time periods.11  

R-Index. The R-Index is interpreted as the percent likelihood of an effect replicating, 

where 0 corresponds with 0% likelihood of replicating an effect and 1 corresponds with 100% 

likelihood of replicating an effect. Therefore, if the field’s targeted power level is .80, an R-

Index around .80 would indicate acceptable replicability. The R-index decreased numerically, 

but not statistically over time, from .62 [CI95% = .54, .68] in 2003-2004 to .52 [CI95% = .47, .56] 

in 2013-2014. This metric suggests that the field is not getting better and that it may consistently 

be rotten to the core. 

As summarized in Table 4, 4 of 7 indices of evidentiary value indicated that the status of 

the science in 2003-2004 was acceptable and had evidentiary value even before the SSD. In other 

words, there is some suggestive trace evidence that the field was not wholly rotten to the core in 

2003-2004. Since the metrics in Table 4 are on different scales, we converted them all to be 

presented in power units12 and displayed them in Figure 9. There is also some indication that it’s 

                                                 

11 To confirm this, we converted available test statistics from our sample into estimated effect sizes and found that 

the median estimated effect size shrunk significantly from R2 = .11 [CI95% = .09, .13]  to R2 = .08 [CI95% = .07, .08]. 

The entropy density equality test suggests that the distributions of estimated effect sizes differed significantly across 

these time periods, Sp = .035, p < .0001. With increasing sample sizes and constant power, these smaller effect sizes 

being observed may be more accurate estimates of the true effect.  

12 Observed power and R-index are already in power units. P-curve and a priori power we simply converted to 

proportions as we assume .8 value is the target value. N-pact value was used in a power estimate assuming the 

average effect size in social/personality psychology of d = .43 for a between subjects t-test.  Z-curve was converted 

into a p-value and translated into post-hoc power. For TIVA, we first converted it into an effect size and then made 
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getting better given that we observed significant uptake in various best practices (reporting exact 

p-values, effect sizes, and providing supplemental materials) over the next 10 years, and 

improvements in some indices of evidentiary value over the same time period (TIVA, N-Pact, 

estimated a priori power).  

Discussion 

One goal of Study 2 was to determine how well social and personality psychologists’ 

actual research behaviors—and not just self-reported behaviors––fit the four perspectives on the 

SSD. Of course, we cannot directly infer whether QRPs were used from the published literature, 

but we can examine whether there is trace or indirect evidence of QRPs using statistical 

estimates of, for example, sufficient variance, to explore just how endemic possible problems of 

evidentiary value might be. Although there are still some hints of possible rottenness, the results 

of Study 2 indicate that the majority of the indices suggest that research published in 2003-2004 

may not be the dystopian landscape many had come to fear was the most accurate 

characterization of the field prior to the SSD.  

The results of Study 2 also revealed that reporting practices in the field have changed in 

the direction of greater transparency over time. However, only three of the metrics of likely 

replicability (N-Pact, estimated a priori power and TIVA) showed improvement from 2003-2004 

to 2013-2014, whereas the other methods showed no reliable change (R-Index, P-curve, 

observed post-hoc power). Importantly, none of these metrics indicated that replicability was 

getting worse. The SSD may have led to new normatively accepted best practices, which is 

                                                 

the same assumptions as with N-pact. The details can be found in supplemental information which includes the R 

script for these custom functions.  
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yielding more transparency but not necessarily more replicable science, yet (at least as inferred 

from some replicability metrics). Despite the replicability metric-dependent conclusion, 

transparency itself is a self-evident good, because it allows reviewers and readers to better 

evaluate the quality of the research, and will assist scholars attempting to do high-fidelity 

replications of the original research. Taken together, these results are most consistent with the 

it’s getting better perspective but do not contradict the it’s not so bad perspective.  

 Consistent with the it’s getting better perspective, Study 2 provides evidence that 

some research practices have changed over the past decade. In 2003-2004, very few studies 

reported exact p-values, effect sizes, confidence intervals, or included supplemental information. 

In 2013-2014, about half of studies reported exact p-values and effect sizes, and there was an 

eightfold increase in studies that included supplemental information. Additionally, 6 research 

practices improved over time, 10 remained the same, and 0 got worse. These changes suggest 

some improvement in reporting practices. Study 2 therefore provides some evidence that social 

and personality psychologists have recently implemented at least some of the recommendations 

to improve replicability (e.g., Asendorpf et al., 2013).  

 Post hoc observed power levels have not changed since 2003-2004. This seems 

like a curious finding given that sample sizes have increased overtime. Yet, we also see a relative 

drop in effect size. There are three possible explanations for the drop in effect size over time. 

The first explanation is that social and personality psychologists may be examining different 

phenomena with smaller true effect sizes, requiring larger samples. The second explanation is 

that social and personality psychologists are conducting studies on more heterogeneous samples 

and/or are collecting data in noisier environments (e.g., via the internet vs. in lab) that together 

could increase measurement error or reduce the impact of experimental manipulations. The third 
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explanation is that effect sizes are often inflated in small samples because the standard deviation 

is often underestimated (Cohen, 1988). Although sample sizes have increased on the whole, the 

estimate of effect size has decreased, which could mean we are now seeing better representations 

of true effect sizes.   

One unusual discrepancy in the assessment of evidentiary value comes from the two 

methods of calculating the P-Curve. The change seems to involve a growing fear that researchers 

are changing their strategy to not only p-hack, but to do it “ambitiously.” The original P-Curve 

assumed that researchers would see a marginal result and hack at their data to make it into a 

significant result. This has since evolved into the ambitious P-Curve, which instead assumes that 

researchers are working hard to hack their marginal or even non-significant results into not being 

“just” significant, right at p = .05, but “more significant” with p < .025. Moving the bar back of 

what qualifies as significant, after an alpha has been set, is in complete violation of the spirit of 

significance testing. Whether or not significance testing is a good or a bad thing is beyond our 

scope (see Cohen, 1994 for an eloquent discussion on the flaws and misinterpretations of null 

hypothesis significance testing; see also Meehl, 1997), but it is important to remember that a 

result is either significant or it is not. A result cannot be “just” or “more” significant, and making 

these distinctions is clearly leading to a slippery slope (see Lehmann, 1993, for an overview of 

the history of setting fixed p-values for significance testing). At which point do we trust that 

researchers are not “ambitiously” manipulating their p-values:  p <.01, p <.001, p <.0001? Rather 

than assume malicious ambition on the part of researchers, it might make more sense to assume 

ignorance—something that is better addressed with education.   

To date, no studies have directly compared or demonstrated the predictive validity of 

these indirect metrics of replicability and research quality on the same set of studies. This study 
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provides the first test of convergent validity of these replicability metrics. There are two 

dimensions on which we examine convergent validity: (a) whether there is evidentiary value, and 

(b) whether evidentiary value is increasing. First, the Original P-Curve, Z-Curve, and TIVA 

converge with each other in suggesting evidentiary value. In contrast, the N-Pact, R-Index, and 

Ambitious P-Curve converge with each other in suggesting lower evidentiary value. Second, N-

Pact, a prior power, and TIVA converge with each other in suggesting increased evidentiary 

value over time. In contrast, Ambitious P-Curve, R-Index, Z-Curve, and observed post-hoc 

power, converge with each other in suggesting no change over time. Future simulation studies 

are needed to further examine the convergent and discriminant validity of these measures. 

Additionally, future research should apply these metrics to predict replicability of studies 

included in Many Labs and other replication efforts in the future. 

Overall, Study 2 provided some evidence that published research in social and 

personality psychology may not be as rotten to the core as many feared, or getting worse as some 

fear, and that it seems to be getting better. When we do see evidence of change, it is changing in 

the direction of recommended research practices described in the literature on how to improve 

reporting our science (e.g., Asendorpf et al., 2013). The story becomes more complicated when 

examining the metrics of replicability and scientific quality, but in general, these metrics suggest 

that the replicability of social and personality science as a whole may not be as bad as some fear 

and there are some hints that replicability may be improving (e.g., Ioannidis, 2005; Study 1 of 

this paper).  

Study 2 avoided the self-presentational concerns of the self-report data from Study 1, but 

is not without limitations. Specifically, we could only observe practices reported in final 

published articles and not the practices reported in prior drafts of articles, or the methods used to 
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conduct the research. Therefore, the observed changes may be due to changes in reporting over 

time rather than changes in the actual conduct of the science being reported. Additionally, it is 

impossible to say with certainty that it is necessarily the SSD causing the observed changes in 

research practices and quality. The SSD began and became more widespread after 2003-2004 

(e.g., Bem, 2011; Enserink, 2012; Ioannidis, 2005; Lehrer, 2010; Nosek et al., 2012; Simmons, 

Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011; Vul et al., 2009; Wicherts, Borsboom, Kats, & Molenaar, 2011) 

and we observed changes in research practices and replicability as estimated by new metrics in 

2013-2014. Indeed, the temporal precedence of the SSD is a necessary, but not sufficient, 

condition to establish causality. The discussion may be causing these changes, but it may also be 

that the arc of science bends toward better practice and greater replicability over time.  

Study 2 also assumes that researchers were embracing best research practices by 

sometime earlier than 2013, because there is a publication lag that could lead to some research 

that was conducted in a different scientific climate that tolerated questionable research practices 

appearing at some point after the SSD. To us, it seems that the SSD was widespread by 2009 and 

peer-reviewed research adhering to the best practices being advocated in this discussion were 

appearing in print by 2011 (e.g., LeBel & Paunonen, 2011; LeBel & Peters, 2011; Wagenmakers, 

Wetzels, Borsboom, & van der Maas, 2011). Yet, even if the uptake of this discussion occurred 

later, it would make finding evidence of change less likely. The fact that we observed change 

suggests that the field is evolving and the SSD may be contributing to that evolution—and that 

we might observe even stronger evidence of improvement in the years to come with greater time 

for researchers to further adapt to new norms in the field (e.g., larger samples). 

While Study 2 provides a snapshot of social/personality psychological research, it does 

not address potential differences in practices used by psychologists within the separate subfields 
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of social and personality psychology. Given that social psychologists often run smaller 

experiments looking at how contextual factors moderate effects of interest and personality 

psychologists often run larger correlational studies looking at the structure of personality and 

how it relates to behavior, there may be differences sample size, statistical power, the prevalence 

of questionable research practices, and replicability. Indeed, some analyses demonstrate that 

personality research tends to rely on larger samples (e.g., Fraley & Vazire, 2014). Yet, it remains 

unclear whether these larger samples are needed due to analysis requirements and do not actually 

reflect greater statistical power when accounting for analytical and methodological details (e.g., 

larger samples are needed when doing structural equation modeling than t-tests, ceteris paribus). 

The current work focused on one general psychology journal (PS), two general social/personality 

journals (JPSP, PSPB), one experimental social journal (JESP), and no purely personality 

journals (e.g., Journal of Personality, Journal of Research in Personality). Therefore, Study 2 

may apply slightly more to social psychology than to personality psychology, but that it is 

unclear whether there are major differences in estimated replicability or the prevalence of 

questionable research practices between these two related subfields. 

Future research should expand on the current method to see how practices are changing 

and whether practices vary by subfield. Given technological advances, it is increasingly possible 

to study the research process. For example, the Open Science Framework allows researchers to 

upload revised versions of their hypotheses, analysis scripts, and conclusions. As more social and 

personality psychologists adopt the Open Science Framework, it may be possible to examine 

whether the original hypotheses are the ones that appear in the eventual publication. If not, that 

would be clear evidence of hypothesizing after the results are known (Kerr, 1998). This approach 
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would be especially informative because it would allow for an in-depth audit of the actual 

research process rather than its final output. 

  General Discussion 

Together, Studies 1 and 2 provide initial evidence that social and personality 

psychologists are changing the way that they report research. The clearest changes are greater 

consideration of statistical power, collecting larger samples, reporting exact p-values and 

measures of effect sizes, and appending supplemental information regarding methodological and 

analytical details. Although these changes are encouraging, social and personality psychological 

research is not yet a scientific utopia. For example, researchers described considerable 

publication pressure to selectively report only studies that work, and the literature continues to 

demonstrate a publication bias in favor of statistically significant results. Notwithstanding, social 

and personality psychologists are embracing research practices that should result in more 

replicable research moving forward.  

The current studies also raise some important points pertaining to past methods used to 

evaluate the status of our science. In the impactful initial examination of the prevalence of 

different research practices, the majority of social and personality psychologists chose “yes” as 

opposed to “no” when asked if they had ever engaged in any of those practices (John et al., 

2012). That survey used “yes” responses as evidence that people’s practices were necessarily 

questionable without allowing them to explain their response. In Study 1, we provided an open-

ended textbox where participants could elaborate on why they indicated using a QRP. 

Sometimes, our participants responded in ways that made it clear that they do not use the 

practice or that they misunderstood the question (e.g., they interpreted our question about 

“falsifying data” as about “falsifying hypotheses” instead), which suggests that the self-reported 
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prevalence of QRP use is probably lower than reported here and elsewhere due to measurement 

error. In many other cases, an examination of the reasons why researchers engaged in a 

“questionable” research practice was judged by independent coders as normatively acceptable 

(e.g., not conducting an a priori power analysis when there is no clear effect size estimate to use 

in the calculation, as is the case for more complex designs and analyses; dropping a condition or 

study when manipulation checks indicated that the manipulation did not work as intended; 

dropping items to improve scale reliability or because they do not factor with other items). 

Where researchers could improve when engaging in questionable but nonetheless acceptable 

research behaviors, however, is in transparently reporting when they engage in them. 

Additionally, until now, metrics of replicability or scientific quality created by social and 

personality psychologists have generally only been applied to small sets of suspicious studies 

(e.g., Bem, 2011) and have done well in generating some statistic that suggests the findings were 

false positives and contain little or no evidentiary value (e.g., Simonsohn et al., 2014; for a 

review, see Schimmack, 2014b). As others have attempted to apply these methods more broadly 

to see whether evidential value varies by geographic regions, journals, sub-disciplines, 

university, or even time, these methods do less well. This difference may be due to the way the 

p-values and test statistics are collected. In some cases, p-values are collected by automatically 

searching abstracts using a search engine (e.g., de Winter & Dodou, 2015). This method is 

peculiar because norms about including statistics in the abstract change over time. De Winter and 

Dodou (2015) tried to account for this by also searching for words that seemed to imply 

significance (e.g., “significant difference” vs. “no significant difference”). Again, the past decade 

ushered in very short reports with tight word limits, which would make using those phrases less 

likely (Ledgerwood & Sherman, 2012). Others have tried collecting p-values and related test 
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statistics automatically by using computer programs that scrape these values from papers 

available online (e.g., Schimmack, 2015). Given the enormous number of significance tests 

included in most studies (hundreds in some studies included in Study 2), however, the vast 

majority of p-values included in these analyses are likely to be irrelevant to the critical 

hypothesis being tested. Therefore, it remains unclear what conclusions can be drawn from using 

scraping methods to obtain p-values, because the ways that test statistics are culled can affect the 

conclusions drawn.  

The cautiously optimistic conclusions of the current studies cohere with the results of 

some replication efforts that suggest many effects do replicate. For example, the first Many Labs 

effort consistently replicated 10 out of 13 effects and found additional evidence that another 

effect sometimes replicated (Klein et al., 2014). Similarly, another Many Labs-type group 

replicated 8 out of 10 effects in 25 different research labs who ran their replication studies 

(Schweinsberg et al., 2016). Therefore, some replication efforts tell a similar story as the data 

presented in this manuscript – the field may not be rotten to the core and at least some 

social/personality psychology effects replicate. The Open Science Collaboration’s (2015) 

Reproducibility Project, however, only successfully replicated 39% of the 100 studies it set out 

to replicate and the Many Labs 3 (Ebersole et al., in press; cf. Gilbert et al., 2016) effort 

replicated just 3 out of 10 effects. How can we account for these discrepancies in the estimated 

replicability of social and personality science?  

One possible answer is that replication rates may be linked to how studies are selected for 

replication. Many Labs 1, for example, chose studies that the authors predicted were highly 

likely to replicate, whereas Many Labs 3 selected studies that could be conducted quickly. The 

Open Science Collaboration chose the last study appearing in various social and experimental 
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journals in 2008. Schweinsberg and colleagues (2016) chose effects that they had observed in the 

principal investigator’s past unpublished research. The field has only just begun to give serious 

attention to replication. Among other things, the field does not have a clear definition of 

replication success versus failure. Different definitions of replicability can lead to very different 

conclusions. For example, Patil, Peng, and Leek (2016) defined a replication success as when the 

95% prediction interval for the effect size estimate of the replication study, computed around the 

results of the original study, includes the actual point estimate from the replication. Using this 

definition of replicability, they concluded that 75%, not 39%, of the studies in the 

Reproducibility Project replicated. It is also likely to take some time to amass a large enough 

corpus of evidence to allow for strong inferences about the replicability of the field at large. 

Alternatively, given some of our replicability indices were consistent with a conclusion of 

rottenness, and may be better signals than the majority of indices that did suggest evidentiary 

value.  

That said, we believe the totality of our findings—the survey data, actual research 

practices, and the majority of the indices of evidentiary value--converge on an optimistic 

conclusion. The field may not yet be perfect, but it does not appear to be (or becoming) rotten. 

While our findings provide additional information in the field’s continuing quest to assess the 

status of our science, our efforts should be considered as only one of a growing number of 

contributions to understanding the evidentiary value of the field, and not the final word. 

Furthermore, the current endeavor focuses on replicability and research practices that 

may affect future replicability of publishing findings. We acknowledge that this is only one 

constituent element of research quality, and that replicability should not be conflated with 

research quality. Quality research should replicate, but replicable research is not necessarily valid 
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(e.g., if the measures lack construct validity). Beyond replicability, there are numerous other 

features of high quality research. For example, high quality research should be cumulative, 

building bridges between past findings and paving a path towards innovative future studies 

(Finkel, Eastwick, & Reis, in press). Therefore, the current studies should be viewed as one 

element of a broader discussion on how to promote better science. 

Generalizability and Broader Implications 

Publication bias and research replicability have been the subject of much discussion in 

numerous fields besides social and personality psychology in recent years. Ioannidis (2005) 

proclamation that most research findings are false, for example, focused primarily on biomedical 

research. Scientists in other disciplines have begun to examine how replicable their findings are 

as well (e.g., Mullinix et al., 2015). To our knowledge, however, ours is the first effort to 

estimate the replicability of an existing corpus of knowledge in a field by comparing the 

conclusions of various statistical measures of replicability on a large sample of existing studies. 

Our results sound a cautiously optimistic note that at least some (according to one group of 

indices) or even a good deal (according to other indices) of our existing knowledge in 

social/personality is likely to be replicable. That said, research practices and incentives vary 

dramatically across disciplines. Few social/personality psychology studies have millions of 

dollars of investment and potential profit at stake, which may sometimes be the case (for 

example) in clinical trials of certain drugs or biomedical interventions. We therefore advise 

caution in generalizing anything about our findings to other disciplines, who should conduct their 

own investigations into the replicability of their findings in the context of their disciplines.  

The broader implications of our work are therefore limited to conclusions about the 

soundness of social/personality psychology, and even within this specific context, caution is 
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warranted. We believe the work reported in this paper represents one small advance in 

addressing the soundness of our science. This study should be viewed as only a brick in the wall 

of evidence that is needed: Only converging evidence across studies using a variety approaches 

will provide a definitive answer to the question of the soundness of our science.  

Conclusion 

  Is and/or was social and personality psychology wholly rotten to the core? No. Are the 

fruits being produced by social and personality psychologists getting better as the field embraces 

better norms? It seems so. In the current studies, we find evidence that social and personality 

psychologists are changing their research practices in ways that cohere with the ideals of the 

scientific utopia. At this early stage, it remains unclear whether replicability is improving, but if 

our research practices continue to improve, replicability should follow suit. The horrible 

revelation of outright fraud and the difficult observation that a number of social and personality 

psychological phenomena do not replicate may be seen as the worst of times, the age of 

foolishness and incredulity, and the winter of despair for a dystopian science. Our evidence 

suggests that the field was not wholly rotten to the core a decade ago (prior to the discussion on 

the state of our science, and the current emphasis on best practices) and that our field shows 

some improvements. Greater awareness of the problems with questionable practices and the 

benefits of at least some of the proposed best practices suggest that there are reasons to judge the 

product of these discussions as the best of times that will bring us that much closer to an 

increasingly utopian science. 
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Figure 1. Perceived likelihood that studies published in various journals will replicate as a function of time with 95% Confidence 

Intervals. 
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Figure 2. Self-reported frequency of using each research practice with 95% Confidence Intervals. 
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Figure 3. Acceptability and unacceptability of various research practices. 
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Figure 4. Reported likelihood of changing behavior as a function of the “status of our science” discussion.  
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Figure 5. The distribution of p-values ranging from 0 to .05 calculated by Stouffer’s mean within paper (solid line) and by median 

within paper (dotted line).  
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Figure 6. Top panel is the KDE density plot for the z-curves by time period and the bottom panel is a forest plot with 95% BCa CI for 

measures of central tendency. 
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Figure 7. Top panel is the KDE density plot for the sample size (in Log10) by time period and the bottom panel is a forest plot with 

95% BCa CI for measures of central tendency. 
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Figure 8. Top panel is the KDE density plot for observed power from reported test statistics (t, F, r) by time period and the bottom 

panel is a forest plot with 95% BCa CI for measures of central tendency. 
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Figure 9. Summary of estimates of scientific quality rescaled to a common metric, where .80 is a conventionally accepted threshold 

for statistical power, except for the P-Curves which may be interpreted as the percent of studies containing evidentiary value 

(see Footnote 12). Error bars represent 95% BCa confidence intervals. 
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Table 1 

Self-reported frequency of using “QRPs” and acceptability/unacceptability ratings of participants’ justifications for using them 

 

Practice 

John et al. 

(2012) 

% Yes 

% Ever Average 

frequency 

(SD) 

% Acceptable % QRP 

Selectively report studies that worked 46 84 2.84 (1.18) 41 55 

Not report all measures 63 78 2.46 (1.06) 91 3 

Report that unexpected findings were 

expected 

27 58 2.11 (0.99) 72 26 

Decide to collect additional data after 

looking 

56 66 2.10 (0.96) 88 3 

Not report all conditions 28 45 1.92 (1.32) 89 11 

Exclude some data after looking at 

impact 

38 58 1.85 (0.87) 95 1 

Rounded down p-values > .05 22 33 1.54 (0.90) 89 6 
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Stop data collection early 16 18 1.27 (0.59) 81 8 

Claim results were unaffected by 

demographics when they were  

3 16 1.22 (0.57) 90 4 

Falsify data 1 2# 1.04 (0.28) 0 0 

Report effect sizes - 99 4.29 (0.86)   

Conduct power analyses - 87 2.92 (1.17)   

Make data publicly available - 56 2.08 (1.19)   

Pre-register hypotheses - 27 1.48 (0.92)   

Note:  All differences in “lifetime ever” percentages were statistically different between our sample and John et al.’s sample at p < .01 except stopping data 

collection early and falsifying data. Given the two surveys used very different scales of measurement (John et al. used a yes/no measure, whereas we 

assessed frequency on a not at all, rarely, sometimes, often, always scale), these differences should be interpreted with considerable caution. 

% Acceptable = cases where both coders rated the justification for using the behavior as acceptable, % QRP = cases where both coders rated the justification for 

using the behavior as unacceptable. Other responses were either disputed or uncodeable. Justifications were only provided when participants indicated 

that the behavior was acceptable.  

# Twelve participants reported having ever falsified data. Open-ended explanations for their behavior, however, revealed that all but one of them clearly 

misunderstood the question or accidentally responded on the wrong end of the response scale. The one respondent who did not clearly misunderstand 

the question or evidence of a measurement responded with snark (an ambiguous reference to Bem, 2011).  
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Table 2 

Example Justifications for Engaging in QRPs or Not Engaging in New Best Practices 

Justifications for Using “Questionable Research Practices” Example Justifications 

Selectively report studies that worked •When studies did not work for uninteresting reasons (e.g., 

experimenter error, failed manipulation checks) 

•Editors/reviewers requested that the study be dropped 

•Non-inclusion is acknowledged in the write-up 

•No one publishes failed studies 

 

Not report all measures •Variables were exploratory 

•Poor reliability/measurement problems 

•When reporting findings from large scale studies/surveys 

•Reviewers/editors ask you to drop them 

 

Report that unexpected findings were expected •When presented as an alternative and theoretically grounded 

hypothesis 

•A more careful literature review would have yielded the hypothesis 

•It was followed up with additional studies and it replicated 
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•Editors’/reviewers’ strong suggestion 

 

Decide to collect additional data after looking •Always acceptable 

•Observed power is lower than anticipated 

•Acceptable if one adjusts p-value to account for having peeked 

•After reaching stopping rule, want greater confidence results are real 

•Results are in the expected direction but are not significant 

 

Not report all conditions •Manipulation checks fail 

•The omitted conditions do not qualify the reported results/had no 

effect 

•An intended control condition is not perceived as neutral 

•Reporting a subset of a larger study/data set 

•Conditions included for exploratory purposes and not relevant to the 

main research question 

Exclude some data after looking at impact •Report results with and without exclusions 

•Participants fail instructional or other manipulation checks, reveal 

suspicion, etc. 
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•Outliers/influence metrics 

•Non-native first language 

 

Round off p-value •APA style requirements 

•Conforms to norms on rounding 

•.05 is arbitrary 

•p-values are incidental, uninteresting 

 

Stop data collection early •The effect size or anticipated power is larger than anticipated 

•A stopping rule besides achieving a given sample size (e.g., end of the 

semester) 

•It becomes infeasible to persist (e.g., exhaust resources, graduation 

deadlines) 

 

Claim results were unaffected by demographic variables when they 

were 

Nearly all responses involved explaining why respondents didn’t test 

demographic differences (e.g., not enough power); none 

reported false claims of no differences when there were in fact 

differences 
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Falsify data Nearly all responses in this category indicated that participants 

misunderstood the question, or reversed the scale anchors 

Justifications for Not Using Proposed Best Research Practices 

 

 

Report effect sizes •Exploratory/pilot studies 

 

Conduct power analyses •There is no way to estimate effect size a priori 

•Exploratory/pilot studies 

 

Make data publicly available •Not required/not normative 

•Makes data available upon request 

•No IRB approval/confidentiality issues/legal issues/sensitive 

information 

•Intellectual property/plans to publish additional papers from data set 

•Data file too large/complex 

Pre-register hypotheses •Not required/not normative 

•Exploratory research/pilot studies 
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•Secondary analysis of existing data 

•Fear of being scooped 
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Table 3 

Summary statistics and best practices for all articles from JESP, JPSP, PSPB, and PS where the first author specialized in 

social/personality over two time periods with 95% BCa CIs    

 2003-2004 2013-2014   

 Arithmetic 95% BCa CI Arithmetic 95% BCa CI   

  Statistic LCI UCI Statistic LCI UCI  Change? 

Significance Testing          

Median # of Significance Tests 15 12 16 10 9 10  Better 

Mean # of Significance Tests 28.16 23.85 35.54 17.24 15.74 19.12  Better 

% of Significant Significance Hypothesis Tests  60.34 58.33 62.42 61.54 59.93 63.63  Same 

% of Significant Significance Critical Hypothesis 89.17 85.43 92.13 92.01 89.69 93.82  Same 

Significance Reporting Practices         

% exact p-values reported 19.29 16.10 23.03 54.51 51.29 57.89  Better 

% p-values inappropriately rounded down (> 0) 32.89 23.19 44.63 34.34 29.79 39.18  Same 

% p-values inappropriately rounded down (>-.004) 10.53 4.69 19.16 5.01 3.15 7.50  Same 

% Hypothesis tests reporting an effect size 19.22 16.09 22.87 49.65 46.31 52.58  Better 
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Participant Exclusion         

Percentage of Hypotheses Excluding Participants 25.60 22.01 29.28 28.75 25.85 31.53  Same 

Percentage of Participants Excluded  2.52 1.99 3.36 3.28 2.74 3.98  Same 

Additional Reporting of Details         

Mean # of Analysis-related Footnotes  0.76 0.68 0.86 0.70 0.62 0.81  Same 

% of Studies Reporting Additional Analyses in SI 1.36 0.00 3.18 8.59 5.52 11.96  Better 

Complexity of Designs         

Mean # of Studies per Paper 2.39 2.20 2.59 3.15 2.94 3.61  . 

Mean # of Predictors per Hypothesis 8.42 7.95 8.91 7.54 7.24 7.88  . 

Mean # of Conditions per Hypothesis 8.81 8.34 9.29 8.76 8.43 9.09  . 

Mean # of Covariates per Hypothesis 3.37 3.06 3.75 3.26 3.06 3.51  . 

Note: *Bold values indicate where the 95% BCa CIs do not overlap.  We interpreted reporting exact p-values, not rounding down, 

reporting effect sizes, including additional analyses in supplemental materials, and reducing the number of predictors, as 

better practices. For the Complexity of Designs measures, we report comparisons but cannot infer whether this reflects 

anything about quality or replicability. 
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Table 4 

Statistics regarding replicability for all articles from JESP, JPSP, PSPB, and PS where the first author was specialized in 

social/personality over two time periods with 95% BCa CIs    

 

 2003-2004 2013-2014  

        95% BCa CI         95% BCa CI   

  Statistic LCI UCI EV* Statistic LCI UCI EV* Change? 

Published Methods          

Original P-Curve  94.03% 88.59 97.06 Yes 95.38% 91.64 97.53 Yes Same 

Ambitious P-Curve  50.00% 39.07 58.97 Med 49.64% 41.48 57.75 Med Same 

N-Pact (median sample size) 92 84 98 - 111 101 117 - Better 

A Priori Power (% .8 power at d = .43) 34.50% 29.76 39.82 Low 46.87% 43.03 50.49 Low Better 

Observed (Post-hoc) Power (median) 0.84 0.80 0.88 Yes 0.81 0.79 0.83 Yes Same 

Unpublished Methods          

TIVA 1610.36 1309.05 1933.91 Yes 2402.14 2030.41 2864.5 Yes Better 

Z-Curve (median) 2.76 2.62 2.85 Yes 2.60 2.54 2.68 Yes Same 
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R-Index  0.62 0.54 0.68 Low 0.52 0.47 0.56 Low Same 

Note: Bold values indicate where the 95% BCa CIs do not overlap.   

*Summary judgments for whether there was evidentiary value were made using the interpretations provided by the authors of those 

metrics. Summary judgments regarding what change there was over time are based on whether the time points differed and 

how the authors of those metrics suggest interpreting those metrics. 
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Appendix 

 

For t-values conversion to effect size see equations 1 and 2. 

 

 

   𝑅2 =  
𝑡2

𝑡2+ 𝑑𝑓 
 (1) 

 

 

𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑛′𝑠 𝑑 =  
2𝑟

1−𝑅2
   (2) 

 

For, F-values conversion to effect size see equations 3 and 4. 

 

𝜂2 =  
𝑑𝑓𝑛𝑢𝑚𝐹

𝑑𝑓𝑛𝑢𝑚𝐹+𝑑𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚 
  (3) 
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𝑓2 =  
𝜂2

1− 𝜂2 
  (4) 

 

For, χ2-values conversion to effect size see equation 5. 

 

 

𝜔 =  √(
𝜒2

𝑁
)  (5) 

 

 


